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EDITORIAL
AN EDITOR'S LOT is sometimes not a huppy one:

Steve

Alexander and Karen Douglas are not very happy with me for
printing Graham Harrop's ietter in the last issue which was
somewhat critical of their Year Book. While it goes without
saying (although it ls said, in every issue, on page 2) that
publishing anything in The Cereologisf does not imply agreement
with it by myself or those involved in Global Circles Research,I
did, in fact (as I've told Steve and Karen), print Graham's letter
because I considered ii to be "fair comment". It might not be
the kind of write-up Steve and Karen themselves would like, or
with which everyone else would agree, but the points made
were justified from a particular point of view. This debate does
at the extreme ends of the spectrum, there
are those who spend their summers slogging away at groundresearch and who are none too pleased with those they perceive

highlight something:

as armchair researchers who seem to be more interested in
"promoting" the subject than examining it, while there is an
increasing number of people who rea11y don't care about the
origins of crop circles - they just think the whole subject is a
tovely tning and ought to be enjoyed. No-one is right, but all
represent different facets of the same phenomenon: human
interest in crop circles, for whatever reason.
I rarely add comment to letters or articles, but in this case,
for those who haven't seen Steve's and Karen's Year Book, I

think a technical point needs to be settled, which is on the

question of the number of images in it (see Letters page). If you
couni the actual "proper" photographs, including those on the
front and back covers, there are, in fact, only 91. However, by
also counting the faintbackround images on some of the pages,
upon which the text and photographs are superimposed, you
get a higher figure. Nevertheless, the point of contention here
would seem to lie in the wording of the advertising for the Year
Book - "Featuring over 100 stunning images". Whichever way
you define "stunning", it can't really be applied to these
background graphics, hence the disagreement between the
partles on the question of numbers here. Like I say, different
facets of the same phenomenon.
As I write, in mid-May, only three formations have appeared
so far (see p.12), all in oil seed rape, and all appear to have been
damaged. At this point I have to say that I personally have
inspected only one - the first to appear, beneath Danebury
Hillfort near Andover in Hampshire. When I'm asked what
percentage of crop circles I believe are genuine, I always stress
that I can only judge from personal experience, and in my
experience, about 80% of formations I have inspected have
shown signs of being possibly made by people. This means, of
course, that I have found 20% of formations to have displayed

no obvious signs of mundane human creation whatsoever. I
have my reasons for being absolutely con'thtced that the circles

phenomenon is genuine, whether or not people are out there in
the fields creating counterfeit copies each year- But I have to
say in all honestly that every single oil seed rape formation I
have ever inspected has been rather suspect. It irks me when I
taik to researchers and farmers who have seen "the real thing"
before - i.e. oil seed rape formations where the stalks are not
bruised, scraped and broken, but gently bent over at or near
ground 1eve1. I'd love to see one myself.

I honestly believe that we are being deliberately kept in

a

state of conJusion about crop circles (as well as UFOs, aliens
etc. etc.). I don't know by whom and I don't know why (although
I have my theories). But I am utterly convinced of it - simply
because of the evidence before our eyes: we are constantly
(cont'd. onp.26)
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nof be ca11ed "construction lines". The lines were the necessary
clue, otherr,r,ise no-one would have cottoned on to what was
d.efining the magnitude of the laid-corn space' In contrast with
the patlern *" hu.," just looked at, these marker-lines do not

ha.re ar-,y half-step rotation performed, i e' the figures on the
ground are seveniold and not 14-fold: it represents, as it were'
ihe starti.ng point, with two heptagon shapes aligned'

The idintical comblnation of heptagon plus alternate

heptagon n hich formed the centrai motif reappears in the outer
aeslgi, but mysteriously altered, rotated altogether round by
so that the external heptagon is 80%
1/7ilth. and expanded,
-irr
the centre. No construction lines r'r'ere evident
larger than that
as there were none for the inner mandala'
design,
outside
foithe
here discerired a subtle argument against the notion of
Janssen

human agency:

"If he

Fig. 3 - Central mandala of Tawsmead Copse

Tawsmead Copse

It was Bert Janssen who realised that the Tawsmead Copse
formation of 1998

(a

mile east of Alton Barnes) had in its central

standing corn the two motifs of heptagon and alternate

heptagoi, and he kindly gave permission for a diagram of his
to be ieproduced. here. The two are concentric, one having a
half-step rotation, i.e. 1/14th. of a circle, with respect to each
other, with a scaiing factor to reduce the heptagon with respect
to the alternate hepiagon, to obtain the enveloPing pattern The
latter is a very chaiacteristic techniqr-re of the CM, and had been

used in previous years on fourfold, fivefold and sixfold
mandalas. An outer, enveloping shape is le{t implicit, as part of
the "latent geometry" wheieby the formations are designed

l
if

you check out the "Koch snowflake" of 7997, do notice how

a

won't elabo"rate on this as it would digress, excePt to sav that'

irexagon fits exactly around it, touchilg all of its 18 outer cotners'

ior .eaders who enjol' mathematics (a11 three of lrsu)' 1l'
heptagon has been coniracted by a factor oi cos(n/7) - ie' 1/
l+in. Jf u circle, with respect to the alternate heptagon, in order
to achieve this "enveloping heptagon" ef{ect'
Turning next to the liid corn, the CM left marker-liles visible
in it, indiciting how the same kind of heptagon and alternate
heptagon pattirns defined this space' These aren't the lines
,"q.,iria f-.onstructir-rg the patterrrs of cornJaying, and should

stars
[a human circlemaker] can make large sevenfold

r,vithout leaving any construction lines, he lvill never make
smaller sevenfoid stars which do show construction lines! This
puts any hoax claim in a "Catch 22" situation:
' (f Either - hoaxers can make large sevenfold stars without
)
leaving constructi.on lines (but that means we would not have
found-any constrtlction lines in the formation at all; however'
we did find theml)
(2) Or - the hoaxers cannot make sevenfold stars without
leaving construction lines, but that means we shorrld have fol[rd
the cJnstruction lines in the large sevenfold stars as well'
However, we didn't. They weren't there!
Whicherrer way you look at it, any hoax claim drops out for

good... The presence of the construction lines inside the

Iormations and the absence of those outside the formations are
precisely rvhat proves the formations are not man-made'"
here, and suggest
(HAH)'
No, rea11y, this
hypothesis"
the term "human agency

I find the term "hoaxer" inappropriate

will be the last acronym.

For persons rn,ishing to claim to have made this formation'
here are a few quiz questions:
in the standirg
Q1 (easy): how much smaller is the heptagon
corn within, than that traced out on the ground?
A: by cosine 1/7th. of a circle, or 38%
Q2 (hard): by what scale factor is the alternate heptagon
inscrlbed on ihe ground larger than that in the inside standing
crop?
45%.
Qr / 7) / cos(2n / 7) =
is the outermost hePtagon
factor
scale
what
by
(irardest):
Q3
larger than that in the central standing corn?

A: by cos

The Fractal Tri-HePtagon
The same CM signature appeared around the perimeter of the
more majesti. ur-,d ,-"to-e fractal tri-heptagon (FTH) design
was then
a month earlier. A twenty-onefoid division of the circle
1aid, down over 1.6 acres, with each of the 21 circles on its
perimeter heptagonally divided around their pelimeters ' At290'

iiameter, it^spinned four tramlines, r'vhile the bi-heptagon

design stretchld across eight tramlines, sorne 400' across' They
*"tJbig. The FTH was bigger in that its total volr-rme of wheat
laid down (say, twelve tons) rn'as greater.
Intrigr-ring- "interactirre game" phenomena were reported:
"VariouJhi-1inx with military helicopters flying very low over
the field were reported on the night of the mandala's aPPearance
and in the following days and nights. Some of the helicopters

were unmarked and had their beacon lights turned off'

Fig. 4 - Tracer iines in Tarvsrnead Copse (black = laid crop)'

Witnesses speak of the craft chasing the now familiar "bal1s of
light" and sweeping fields u'ith searchlights" (Andv Thomas,
5-, Aug. '98). A ground survey of the FTH with a magnetometer
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only r.isible from the air: the r,r4teat r,r.as laid down in a iamilated
rlanner, with the top layer not follor,r,ing the markerlines. The
formation had a "tl'rick, tight11, trvisted bird's nest of ."r,heat in
the centre" and "from the air it looked like a man1, faceted jer,r,el,
due to the crop being laid in djfferent directions" (Peter
Serrensen).

Dolf Braat solved lts structllre, then died r,r,ithin days of
completing his cliagram. He made it at the Glastonburv
Symposiurn, pinned it on the r.vall, returned to Holland and fell
off his balconv the next day. Francine Blake took the diagram
and made a copy (Fi.C. 6), then returned it to his relatives. (The
per:spicacior-rs Andreas Mtiller has a slightly different version
of the "tracer paths" in the FTH, rn,hich, horvever, I won't go

into.)
Thanks to Dolf 's insight \,\re can describe the FTH's uniqr-re
strLlctLlre. It had four generations of circles, and is rightly
described as fractal because it is self-similar in sma11-scale as in
the u,,l-role. A lir.ing geometry seems to be expressing itself in

Fig. 5 - The FTH (fanssen)

team lead by Colin Andrews four-rd that "the Earth's maEJnetic
fleld took on a fingerprint of the formation rvhich mimickecl

the formation itseii across one half of the folmation profile"
(Crop Circle Connector rveb site). There are no decent or.erheard
photographs, for, it seems, a simple reason: the cameras worlld

not r,rrork.
Marker-1ines in the laid corn appeared not as partings,
dividing zones of r,vheat laid clown in opposite directions, r'ror
in the wheat being pressed dou,n more firmly, but in the flou'
of r,r.heat under the surface 1a1rsr, r.vas (one gathers) mainlr'

^r
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the fields of England, especially upon the North-South line
joining Stonehenge andAvebury... The designbeganwith a large
circle dirrided into ser.en, then se\ren "second generation" circles
I.rad their centres placed upon this at equal intervals, overlapping
u-ith each other and r-rot touching, then each of these in turn
had the centres of seven thild-generation circles placed equally
alor-urd them, though only 21 of these are rrisible at the perimeter,

then each of these har.e heptagons inscribed rvithin thern, rt ith
the tiny alternating-size fourth-generation circles adjacent to the
centres of their sides. Pher,r,! Furthermore, we note that within
each group of three third-generation heptagons, trvo have sides

in a field at night, without unthinkingly expenslve high-tech
equipment and months of planning. One could just about
imagine the Tawsmead Copse formation as humanly
consiructable if one had access to its centre - as one didn't' If
there were a rational debate ongoing as to whether these
formations could be humanly constructed, I'd say it should have

reached a definite conclusion after 9th. Ju1y, when the FTH
formation went down. To construct that by hand on the ground
in corn over one night without anyone noticing is not difficult,
it is merely impossible.
Roundway, 31st. ]uly
Michael Glickman, in 1998, predicted the appearance of the starheptagon for the coming year (5C, Feb. '98) and it duly turned
up at Roundway Hill near Devizes. It was woven with an
aiternate heptagon into a fourteenfold mandala. This time, a
scale factor was applied to give an enaeloping alternate heptngon'
(Check this out: at Roundway, the laid-corn alternate heptagon
was scaled down by cos(2n/7)cos(n/7) ot 69% of the slze of the
enveloping alternate hePtagon.)
We-experience here a deep thematic continuity lr'ith the
Tawsmead Copse formation of the previous year. I query (and,
in fact, do nofaccept) Michaet Green's claim made in the last
Cereologist to have evidence for this formation being man-made'
If i.t were man-made, then where, I ask, did they get the idea

from? I suggest that these two striking - and indeed
unforgettable I mandala-images have not previously occurred
to anyone. Any reader rt'ho knows otherwise is invited to

parailel to each other, joining up which will give an enveloping
regular heptagon around the whole figure.
So, it was a heptagonal fractaliine cascade... Let's call the
radii of these three generations as shown in Fig 6 a, b and c,
then of

tTtese

ottly cirile a was inscribed on the ground Elegant

marker-circles were then drawn within the laid corn (Iig 5),
described by Andy Thomas as "Thin'tracer paths' r'vhich follow
the design.'' They point out its structure, but only the inner circie
is a conitructionJine as described above. Let's call the visible
"construction-1ine" circies a, a' and b'. B' is larger than b and
touches the inner corners of the tri-heptogram. It happens that
a - a' = c (readers are invited to check this on Fig' 6, to reassure
themselves). Then the vital "key' to its design was written by
Dolf Braat on his diagram as "1/5th. part of big circle", which
we malr infslpret as c = 1 / 5a' (again, check this on the diagram)'
Having , o.t"-fifth ratio in a heptagonal construct is in itself
rather strange.
For persons wishing to claim to have constructed this, the
nub of iheir problem concerns the undefinability of the centres
of the third-generation circles. Hon' could they have found these
centres on a dark night, so essential for constructing the twenty-

contradict thls. Can they be found in the past, perhaps on some
Eglrptian or Indian temple? They assuredly have the numinous
and mystical quality associated with the number seven'
These heptagon constructions make possible, in a sense for
the first time, a fairly definite conclusion concerning the Human

Agency Hypothesis (HAH), a conclusion which arises in part
from the diificulty of heptagon geometry. But, you may rep1y,
did not the "Koch snowflake" do that the year before? In the
context of a public debate with persons who have never stood
with awe and wonder before the phenomenon, let us consider
that constructing a hexagon is, after ail, rather simple, whereas
I suggest that a definitively winnable argument does exist
through an analysis of these bi- and tri-heptagon formations'

one heptagons round the perimeter? Fig. 7 shows the
construition here required, where angles are measured in 1/
4th.s of a circle. That shaded-in figure enables one to find the
third-generation circle centres. Geometrically, the CM solved
the quadrilateral shown, if we assume they had to find the
centies of the circles they were using. the radii of the seven

secondary circles inscribed in the corn are 55% that of the main
circle. [In triangle ABC, the equation here is: tan (.1 /14) =BC/
BA = b'.sin(3/14)/{a+b'.cos(3/14)}, where angles are fractions
of a circle, as gives b' = 55.5% of a; agreeing n'ell with the

construction of Janssen, based on his argument of the FTH
design as deriving from that of the later bi-heptagon design, as
gaveb' /a = 54.4%.1
I'd say that a turning point was reached in 1998, in that these
htrge bi- and tri-heptagon motifs were defittitely unconstructable,

Fig. 8 - The Star-Heptagon of Roundway,3lst. Juiy 1999.
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A LESSON IN DISCERNMENT
An extraction from an article by Ron Russell in "Sedona, Journal of Emergence" (]an. 2000).
SUMMER 1999 WAS one of the grandest crop-circle seasons in
England. We were given such power and beauty and the most
marvellous dramas. Masao Maki (the author of Quantum
Surgeon, Cadence Books) brought a tour group from Japan.
\A/tren they asked him if they could do a meditation and prayer
to communicate with the intelligence behind the circles, he
agreed. One night they parked their bus facing a sacred area
and prayed for three hours while witnessing UFOs and curious
nose-bleeds. In the morning they found that the first ]apanese
origami crop formation was laid out in the direction they had
been facing Gee Photo-l).
(There are many stories of human interaction with the causal
intelligence behind the circles. A personal example was the
meditation I participated in with Dr. Steven Greer and the CSETI
team on Woodborough H|'1in7992. We spontaneously agreed
upon a shape and quietly visualised this, projecting out to the
spiritual beings responsible, and in a few hours that very shape
was a crop formation a few miles awayl This story, complete
with pictures, is told on my web site, wr.t'w.cropcircles.org under
"Projects".)
In June I brought a TREK-520 electrostatic (ES) meter into
the fields to measure energy ulder the direction of Dr. Simeon
Hein (who teaches the art of resonant viewing at the Baldy
Institute, www.mountbaldy.com). We got amazing results that
challenged our concepts of the physics of reality. In genuine

crop circles the energy is higher and there is an apparent

Fig. 2 (Lucy Pringle)

I first used the ES meter in the "unfolded octahedron"
formation at West Overton (Photo 2). As I walked into this
formation, the battery failed. Because of this strange response,
I thought the instrument might have been defective, but I later
replaced the battery and took it into the Hackpen "vortex" (Photo
3), where it promptly failed again! I was uncertain of the energies
of these formations because I could not measure them with the
meter. Dr. Hein was more persistent and found a way to address
the battery-draining problem by keeping spares in the car and

membrane effect at the outer edges. In a hoaxed, or man-made
formation there is no energy difference at all. Time and time
again we tested this theory, and in a destroyed formation that
could no longer be seen a{ter harvest, we found where 1t hnd
been,lor it continued to radiate a measurable energy pattern
We do not know what this energy is or what this force is
connected to, but it is very strong in fresh, genuine crop circies,

waiting until the forces subsided.

manifesting itself by jamming electronic equipment and
draining batteries. This makes it quite difficult to measure, ard

electrostatic meter drained immediately - it was that powerfull
("Oh, well - who needs these machires anyway?" I thought.
We were there for something else.) As I slowly entered the

often we were forced to wait a day or two for the energies to
subside and a1low our instruments to function. \A4rat a peculiar
experience! nothing like this was taught in college physics. lrVhy
would a field of wheat have a lingeriag pattern of energy in
addition to a magnificent design?
One hlpothesis states that we are seeing a non ordinary
electrical field resuiting from energetic correlates of the
formation process that are beyond the scope of known physics.
In other words, we are dealing with quantum reality and scalar
energies, not the usual Newtonian/Cartesian physics.

We all savoured the transcendent formation that appeared
at Devil's Den near Fyfield (Photo 4) - an ancient Neolithic site
encompassing an oldbarrow (c.4000 - 5000 BC) thatnow exists
as a dolmen of three stones in a remote field. As our group of
budding researchers proceeded into this crop circle, the batteries
in our ce11 phones, video cameras, GPS meters and our TREK

beautiful formation for the first time, at the edge

I felt a

membrane on my face, like pushing through gauze. As I broke
through this membrane, I saw dozens of litt1e laughing faces in
my mind, like pixies who, in a state of grace, were having a
good joke among themselves. Perhaps it was the Pan spirit that
I saw, or ETs or some intelligences from the higher astral planes.
Who knows? The names are not as important as the experience.
As I sat in meditation later in the same formation, with my
thinking mind shut down and my awareness expanded, I felt I
was on the craft and the ship itself was alive, like a biomachine.

Little people, not humans, were scurrying around and
measuring us. They were researchers, as we were. What an
amazing contact! Whatever and whoever they were, and from
wherever they arrived, did not matter at the moment. The
contact was delightful and made me feel powerful, whole and
strong.

Fig. 1 (Steve Alexander)
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Curiously, some others in our group felt exceptionally tired
and returned to the hotei to rest, some for days. It is different
for every individual, and I believe that our experience depends
on what we ca11ed for, what we decide it to be. We are creating
this experience as well as experiencing this creation!
I now think these circles are spiritual machines. They
certaidy appear to act this way in that they have a variety of
functions and a purpose, and they cause things to happen to
the plants and the people who visit them. They appear like plans
for a great cathedral laid out in the carpet of our food crops - a

fling, drunks from the pub wanting to play, hoaxes purposely
decoys made by dark
-ui" to. media disiniormation ind

intentionally
researchers'
sincere
by
made
are
They
.riua" ao signal the'ETs.
to
researchers
by
other
out
iarried
experiments
thereire
And
So
event'
ietermine the lotk and feel of a known man-made
we have to be discerning when we visit a crop circle'
To complicate this further, some of the decoy formations
of art'
made by men are marvelious in their own right as a kind
the
from
intelligences
by
also
but
,,-ra ur".ritit"d not only by us
default'
by
places
power
or
portais
as
acting
other side, thus
not
Nothing is simple here; the human involvement is perhaps
our
want
humans
We
so sinisler as it might seem at first glance'
contact to be nicJand tidy, but maybe it is layered' nonli'near
and complicated. maybe in a strange way some of the human
agents
fabricatois, in spite of their initial deceptions, are acting as
higher
the
of
will
the
doing
channels
Llke
for the spirituaibeings mind.
Intui.tion is too often neglected in our materially focused
the
wor1d, yet from the treasure house of our inner giftscomes
"r:**.t"
call
popuiarly
we
which
clairvoyance,
of
innate talent
The
or "resonant" viewing, which anyone canbe trained to do'
remote
use
concerns
miiitary covert operaiions and corporate
viewing a great deal because it works so well' These talents are
to a clique of people' Every person can develop
.,ot
"*irslre
these talents and use them throughout life'
The key to successful research into the edge of reality-is
discernment and mindfulness Approach contact with the
'Others" using your God-given gift of consciousness' and set
and
aside for u -iii" the nervius, chattering monkey-mind
leve1
the
is
Consciousness
fear'
and
in
emotion
indulgences
o{
pluyirig fieid where we can meet the Other on some degree
'.oJl*5" ground. You may be the recipient of an epiphany-that
*in .nur-t!. your life forever. You don't need a crop circle to
achieve this, but it certainly helps!

of.ruti-r"t -no

Fig. 3 (Ute Sayer)

The real
temple with invisible walls ancl a swirled, living floor'
the
mimic
that
ratios
geometric
sacred
or-r.J u." replete with
the
by
created
formations
these
Are
things.
living
ratios of
this
invisible handJof a h"igher intelligence, of a spirit not from
in
these
place
take
experiences
world? A11 manner of exceptional
from time shifts to healings, from ecstasy' epiphany and
circies,

revelation to sudden malaise and illness' These are our
contemporary power spots or portals, to be used by every
as he or she feels is appropriate'
One morning we got a cali to rush over to Bishops Cannings

individual

basket like woven circle had just appeared' During the
thirty minutes it took us to arrive, the farmer had destroyed the
{orriutior-t, .rtting it down with his combine to one-inch stubble'
the
leaving not a trale of the desl5n' We applied the meter to

where

a

ii"ta, "no*"rrer, and Dr. Hein found we could locate the

iormation and plot the formation on the ground because the

immediate
energy signatrr'" -r, still in piacel This circle and its
find a lost
to
oPPortunity
an
Jestr"tlcti6n provided us with

are paid. A1so, some formations are

formation ty its energy signature' This was another

breakthrough in our field research, proving that this energy*"urr."-.lr-tt system is valid and must be pursued' This may
we11be the

litm;s

test that researchers need to discern the false

just as
from the true. We all have a built-in truth meter that is
it'
use
and
accurate, if only we wouid calm down
Numerous lrop formations are made by humanbeings' and
their is a variety tf ,"uto.,t for this rnischief - kids having a

UNUSUAL EXPERIENCES
CONFERENCE

2OOO

SundaY, August 6th.
"ExPlore the Unknown"'"
the summer:
Join us for the most unusual event of
UFOs - ANCIENT SITES - GHOSTS - CROP CIRCLES

ANoMALout.I..HS;:JJCHRONICITIES
Over 20 speakers wi1lbe sharing their unusualpersonal
accounts irom various countries' In this conference of
Realm
the future... see how our interaction with the Spirit
i.s changing us and our wor1d.
Tickets: f,10 (advance) / 812.50 (door) (concessions
available): Marlborough Co1lege, Marlborough'

Wiltshire'
Please call 07672 867435 (Kerry) or 0167 2 539124
(Diahann) for tickets or send cheque to:

K. Biower, 2 Manor Cottages, East Kennett'
Marlborough, Wiltshire SN8 4EY
Fig. 4 [ohrr SaYer)
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UFOs CONTRA CROP CIRCLES
lonah Ohayo discusses the hypothesis that Unidentified Flying Objects and crop circles are
(perhaps related) messenger-forms.
THEORETICALLY SPEAKING, UFOs can come from any

re\rerence - there's a religious felr.our now- among large numbers

crop cilcles can; there
need be no connection. But in the economy of guessing, if thev

of people heralding UFOs as our personalised sar-iours, jr-rst
waiting to pick us up or land and lead us aright in our last

both fulfil the same purposes, both use advanced energy

moment of peril. Numerous channellers leport messages t'hich,
rr".ith their: differing contents, to varying degrees undermine each
othel. You can choose youl responses to UFOs from vour
metaphyslcal bent and emotional preferences.

number of sources and directions,

jr-rst as

technologies beyond our ken, and are also both sometimes seen
h.rnging around together, we could sllppose them to be
members of tl-re serme gang.
Although r,r.e can't judge flom inside or behind the UFOs,
\ve can note societal responses to t]-rem, tl-re effects the1. h61'g

on us, and our o\\rn actual trends of belief about ther-n.
Anybody cler.el enough to regr-rlarlv get to this tirne and p1ace,
and r,vho can monitor us as r'r,ell as UFOs evidently can, r,r,ou1d
1-rad

l-rave the

teclurology to be

arwarre

of our general global responses

to then.r (and quite possibly, of the encountering indir.idr-ra1's
spontaneous reactions to them too). My argLnxent is based rxr
oLrr o\ rn historical and changing reactions.
UFOs har.e become a rrell-knor,r,n, and accolding to moderr-r

Ropel and Ca11r-rp polls (CNN, Tirlc magazine, AP), a much
belier.ed-in phenomenon. Astronolners, fot- itrstance, n()\\
generally agree that bv prrle probabilitr, ir-rtelliger-Lt life is rLrtrst
likely found at numelo,.ls othel pll66'5 than on our planet. Sor-t'Le
of this highel iife has had a n-ruch lonqel time to er oh'e than u e
have, and assr-rming ther- har e nLrt Lln\\ iseLr clestroved
themselves, such beings cor-r1c1 rr-ei1 be nrr,rch lnlrre a.llarlced
socially and ethicalh., ancl in r-urr'lerstancling the er-relgetic L.rrr's
of the r-rniverse.

In the USA, r,vhich is the

tor-re-gir

ing centlt' irrr

oLLl

international media, extraterrestrials are oiten thtrushi tri,
holvever, on

a scale of

bener.olent/ma1er olent: .r1ien aL.dricttrls,

cattle mutilators, "the Greys", demonic beings, eic. .r rrLrr
personal sar.iours, Ar1.a1-1itr" beautiin l ex tr"a ter-res tlials,
guardian teams sent frorn stars of our pleierence.
It appears that the government has had a long-ten-n cor er-up and clisinformation conspiracy going (rnost Alner-icans
believe this), and much of the public also belier es th.rt strme
.rlierrs lrar e a malign corrspir.rcv grring.
Here's another conspiracy possibilitv for good measllre:
perhaps the gorrernments (or other mega-por,r,erfu1 ilrtelestgroups), r,r.ell ar,r,are that their traditional political alLcl legal
authority, huge military expenditures, nationalistic thu.rking,
profit-oriented economy, and our multi-corporation-benefittlng
lifestyle of consumption...that this and more, r,vould cor.ne inttr
serious question by a general human av\rareness, based or-L
irrefutable rvell-publicised ploofs, that beings more adr-anced
than us in social responsibility and w'isdorn, as r'r.eil as in
technological achier.ements like faster transportation ancl ot1-Ler
everyday lvonders of phvsics - that these beings har-e Lreer-r
approaching us at their r,r,jll, at their chosen distance, r'r,it1-r tl-reir
on n tlming... then, these interest-5;roups or agencies migl-rt rr-e11
pr-rrposelv magnify the alien-conspiracy scare, for instance
tl-rrougl-r backing appropriately horror-tinged teler ision series,
to create an enemy image of our r.isitors or helpers. We cor-r1c1
sllpfrL)se t1-rat the rnilittrry treats UFOs hostilely sirnph, bs63115p
tl-iev can't rlorrir-rate them, in case thev r,vere hostile (consideling
LFO sg.cecl ar-Ld marroeur,,rabi1lty - Catch-22 thinking).
Bui, ior sure, irom 19:16 to at least the mid-1960s, people
rtho sai.l ther'd seen or closely experienced UFOs rvere
nor-nr.r1lr unpliecl to be plair-r crazy, hallucinating or seeking
or er-mnch attention. Er-en novr,, clalmed wltnesses usually
encol-mter an rurpleas.rr-rt response of scepticlsm or suspicior-r
frorn most listeners. Or humour. Or alternativell., arve and
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There's no end to the amount of pre-prejudiced,
sr-rperstitious, u.ishful thinking in the UFO lnterpretatior-rs of
manrr Interr-ret sites. By contrast, the photo docurnentation, fieldrelrorts, serious research and d isctrssjons concerning crop-circles
;rle quite sober. On tl-re other har-rd, crop-circles cannot be
milj tar: i 1v a tta cked as tl-rleatening, the r,vay strangely-htr rnanoid

bodilv forms or sr-rperior foreign aircr;-rft can (although black
helicopters chase after BoLs and dive at croppies). The
formations remain in the flelds r-rntil harvesting time for anyone
to see; thev don't abruptlt, disappeal after a few seconds or
n-iilutes, nor are photos of their energy too hazy fo1 di56grnment,
11or are thev seen at ar-r indeterminable or insurmottntable
distance fi'om r'r,itnessing eves. Their messages ale clearly
irnprinted altifacts for r-rs til tr1. to decipher. Their internal
svmbolism is fascinating for our minds to u,ork r,r,ith, it teases
the boundaries of our collective thoughts, and theil forms ancl

lay are charming ancl beautiful for us to see, even on
photographs. The,v're like "toys put on a carpet by n lse parents"
(Ron Russell). Thev occur in a milieu u.e fee1ver1, fondly toward:
our gror'r.ing staple foods.
My hvpothesis is that the intelligent beings behind UFOs,
t hether they're from elser,r.here in the unirretse, from parallel
u-orlds, or humans from our or,r,n future, or have some other
origin - that the1,'rs no\,v approaching us more intimately, in;r
lr.at. neither threatening to thelr ou,n rvelfare, nor: perceived of
bv us as maybe directllz threatening or-rrs. With this nelr'r,vay,
ther,'re both shor'ving consideration for and yet short-circuiting
our: emotional fears and ambiguities, lvhile still keeping the

or.erall picture and more specific messages sufficiently
(plaviuliv) hidden, to provoke (at the minimum) the evoiving
oi our or,r,n rvorld-r,iew and thinking-patterns. Now that people
as a r,r'hole believe that UFOs exist, tl.rese beings find the tin-re
right to approach us closer, but r,rrith another safer yet clearly
gentle too1.
Hon,ever, the sporaclic debunking campaign of clop circles
too by the mainline press, TV, and possibly covertly by the
British inilitarv - and the ignoring of their stunning, quite easily
documentecl, more "supernatural" featules by the mass media
- this again sugtiests the feal by officially esiablished interests
of losing some degree of thelr power, and ironicallv of their
creditability too. Whicl-r of course, muddles the ,,r.hole issue.

And nnderstandably, rnost people sti1l try to "keep their
bear'lngs" bv belittling the clear crop circle evidence, prefelring
to assllme they're hoaxed. But I suppose that through the pooled
eiforts of crop-researchers who share thelr information through
Interr-ret, circle publications, 1,sa1lv conferences, and elsewise,
the trr-rth rr,,ill out to the gener:al media and pr-rblic anyway, as
r'r.e

find it piece by piece.

I hypothesise that one main purpose for the rvar.es of UFO
sightings through the vears has been to provoke a shift in the
Earth-human mentality, a collective lealisation that something
much more developed than us exists, r,r,hich is outside our
sphere of control, br,rt vvhich we can register with our senses,
u,,ith radar, and sometimes r,vith film (forms of evidence we

value); something which moves fairly easily between the
material and the energetic, with a technology which we
technologically-fascinated humans can appreciate, if not copv'

The rEason UFOs have rarely landed in popuiated places is

surely partly because we've been brought up (until this last
geneiation) io associate UFOs with aiien green men with raybehaviour,
[uns, n ith insectlike-beings with lou'1y instinctual

ivith inr.asions and star-wirs, and so on. We're mistrustful, and
would rather dissect these foreigners than eat lunch with them'
Indeed, their technology might be so powerful and foreign for

us, that it could at times be harmful to be too close to their craft'
The mili.taries deny their existence or maintain silence and
secrecy, despite the fait that about twenty years ago NaS-t-na$

already begln releasing the astronauts'photos of UFOs which
folowld oi met them on their space missions, and we have the
positir.e public testimonies of some of these astronauts today'
i'ersistent rumours of clandestine experiments done on ufonauts
recovered from crashed UFOs, of unsuccessful military analysis
of the mechanics of these spacecraft (more recently claimed as
successful, sor.t ing the idea that the military is flying UFOs) and simi.lar testimonies, muttiply upon themselves, among their

denials. If they're true, UFOs can malfunction and their
occupants be kil1ed - yet another reason for their not
approaching indiscriminately too closely' What we get instead

fiom officlal media are mostly TV programs about how

terrifying and threatening fictional TV-aliens are' And lots of
stories aiout involuntary kidnappings (not voluntary rides) and
the bad butchering of cows (good for what?)'

Flowever, now that the adults have had so very many
impressive personal sightings and experiences wlth UFOs, the
recent geneiation of children fairly often sees friendly little UFO
beings"in comic books, in children's adventure movies, in ads,
in the media. And these nerv kids will grou''
It seems though, that UFOs have made their more private
and personal contacts/reiations through the years anyway'
HowL.rer, those people who say they've had some degree of
ongoing or closelriendly contact with UFo-beirrgs or craft.are
stifi mo-st1y thought of as weirdos. The channellers r'r'ho often
are so fervently ind blindly believed in, need carry a lot of
positive projections from their followers' And those people who
iay they ve been abducted are self-proclaimed vjctims'

So

About the circles'placement: if the Stonehenge vi'cinity has
been chosen due to itJ powerful Earth-energy, why aren't they
at the Sphinx and pyramids, or Machu Picchu too? Maybe their
assured from southern England'

publicity i.s more
" Now
let's iay you were a member of a race more highly
g1oba1

evolved than we Eirth-humans at this time, and that you also

wished to compassionately help us in our attempts of collective
progress, and io perhaps invite us for a chat when we became

iufficiently developed enough not to attack or worship you'
For us to develop

i *ot"

friendly philosophy,

r'r'e

would need

to keep calm amongst the unknown, and be willing to tentatively
show trust - that is, need to have enough trust already imbued
in ourselves, that we can relax when a stranger offers his hand

- and this must come from within us collectively' You couldn't
iift us up too directly, or just put us on the best path to wa1k,
because then we wouldn't develop our own muscles or eyes/
and tt,ouldn't feel motivated to do the necessary work'
Col1ective1y, we'd need to agree together that you existed-ai
all, before we'd make serious preparations for a meeting, and if
you kept your distance but within sporadic sight, some of us
might get paranoid and prepare more for some sneaky guerrilla
attick inan for a peaceful card-game. So you might leave some
symbolic gift and your calling-card with a Pretty design on it

(even thJugh

it was in some strangely-familiar foreign

language), just near our house. Then n'e'd know you were
aroindlnd could approach us, but did not intend to intrude'
Our interpretation ind understanding of your message might
still be 1o.g *,uy off, but we'd take time to consider who this
^
being could Le and n hat his little gift might be useful for'

CORNELIA

bu Christine Rhone

there's

not much chance for UFO-beings to pass on balanced messages
in this prejudiced atmosPhere.
I stlggest that the intelligent beings behind UFOs have nolr'
accompli-shed the major purpose of opening our eyes to a wider
reality, and that crop circles have been cropping up at ground1eve1, with more and greater advanced, precise contents, to give
Lls more detailed messages, as their next step' With this method,
we still neecl to think for ourselves and yet also need to develop
a sort of group-mind (in our analysis, group-research, and group

meditatlrre-transmissions), while both these talents are
requirements for our humanity's positive coLlective progress

and
lana for getting a yet closer contact with the Circlemakers
their intentions).
The timing of the circles, being primarily throughout the
past two decades, must be part of a bigger picture and peaceful
p.o."tt - the question is, which? I suggest that the motirres
postulated above, for the UFOs to be showing up from mostly
iS+O (tn" atom bomb-signal on Earth) onwards, apply equally
to the crop circles' recent appearance in our time of pollution
and imbalanced consumption and waste of Nature's riches which has resulted in a deterioration of our individuai and

coilective identity, ald of our caring for others (social arrd ethical
norms), resulted, in short, in a collective road of iong-term selfdestruction, where ll'e rea11y can use some attracting signposts
to other paths and some great inspiration along our coming
way.
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Cornelia finds her roots:
Ceres, the ancient earth goddess.
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OBSERVATIONS ON 7999
Martin Nezuman presents his latest thoughts on ancient sites in the UK and circles in Canada.
ACROSS THE COUNIRY and the planet,big changes tookplace

at midnight on 3rd. December last year: all the 1ey structures
crossing the planet reduced yet again by 50%. This change is
the last of the four year cycle of decrease, so now this year it
n ilI start to increase again by the same factor on that same date
- but don't ask me whyl
The Rollright Stones near Banbury, along with other ancient
sites around the planet, have now reduced down to the bare
amount of power. I check this fact in two other places where ley

structures are very high; one is at Lapworth, south of
Birmingham, and the other at Countesthorpe, south of Leicester.
Here, certain fields have very complex earth energy structures,
much higher than in most other places. High numbers of
complex ley line patterns are not common, but some ancient
places do seem to have more than their fair share, which explains
why those same ancient places hold our interest today. The
Michael/Mary line, one of the major 1ey patterns crossing the
country, is not the only one of special interest; many more
complex sacred paths exist all over the place, and whiie they
may not have several ancient sites dotted along them now, they
still pulse natural earth forces of Yin and Yang across the country
and planet (and may once have had many more ancient sites
along thelr routes).
In the summer the Rollright Stones had six leys crossing tl-re
circle of stones, both Yin and Yang, and now after the changes
three mixed leys cross in almost the same places. Water lines
are unaffected by 1ey changes, so those have remained the same

at four under the circle site. One interesting point: the single
Yin line passing through the circle of stones crosses the fields to
pass through the little sacred site west of Over Norton rrillage
to the south, in a north-west direction. This small ancient site is
unmarked n61,y, sitting near Sand Field Farm, being 28' - 30'
across, but having the same Yin line as the Rollright Stones
passing through it. Many of the ancient sites, aiong with genuine
crop circles, seem to share earth forces this way; the leys run

from one to another, perhaps over a distance of just ya1d5,
sometimes even miles.

]ust behind the Rollrights hut is the unique sacred patl-r,
linked Yin and Yang leys running south to north and north to
south, meshed leys running from one end of the country to the
other. This sacred path is special: I have never dowsed any other

like it and what may exist along this ancient pathway r,r,ou1d
just be a guess. These leys were sixteen in number during the
sllmmer. They are down to eight now after the changes, but
sti11 active and pulsing power for all their worth. Sacred paths
like this go r-rnknown where records have been lost, but they
exist in good numbers round Husbands Bosworth as weil - not
that any ancient sites can be seen standing tall in the sun there.
The ancient site I found at Whichworth has now had stones
placed around its circle of influence and other stones r,r.ill be
placed to mark the circle and passage of its sacred path across
the fields. Its position is on the west side of the viliage past the
church near the "Roman Road" junction. This site links with
the sacred Rollrights path just behind the hut. I first dowsed
this ancient place last winter when I called at the Rollrights. Its
a 51' - 57'circ1e, wlth complex Yin and Yang earth force passing
right through its centre, and once had a Norman mansion built
close by. (Those Templar people knew their earth forces.) It can

be seen easlly from the road and the owners are lovely people.

They share the excitement of finding the ancient site and
returning it to how lt might have once looked. Power to their

Over time, many of the ancient sites have been lost and the
stones removed to build wa11s or roads. Where good records
were never kept the o1d sites have become parts of fields and
woods and estates of houses now, but the power remails in
many of the once-proud ancient sites and I do think wherever
possible we should try and recover these lost places of magic:
they are our heritage and we should all strive to support them
when we can. Don't always think of the money; it's our history
we are talking about. When I found the lost "Shepherds Race
Maze" near Northants., the powers-that-be said, "We11 done.
Don't call us - we'll call you." So it's great when people like
Sally and Andy at Whichlord said, "Let's return our site to how
it once looked." Those are the people you need in charge of
things: people with heart.
The Crop Phenomenon Research (Cannda) report mentions

several crop circle events over the summer, with some
formations grouping around certain places, Midale,
Saskatchewan and Hagersville being just some of them. Out of
the twelve reports of crop circles, I like eleven of them and find
energy in all of them, with two of the formations made by a
devic Spirit calIed Dab1h. Both of these come in the same sort of
design and he thought to con\.ey to us all his wish that rt,e walk
the right path through life - that of love and 1ight. Dablh is, or
was, a Natir.e American. He lived two lives on this planet, the
first being some 1,940 years ago, when he lived to the south of
what is now Washington, DC. Aquestion-and-answer is always
hard with these spirits: they distrust the White Man even in the
spirit wor1d. You first have to show your intent to speak the
truth and approach in a meek and mild manner. You need to
show you can be a friend Iirst before any work can be done,
and I can understand that.

The formations Dablh made were the "Ec1ipse" and
"Hagersville 2", which came close to the Six Nations/New
Credit Reservation. People here spent time in the circles to
welcome them. Locals reported lights in the sky around the crop
circle sites. (Perhaps our alien cousins having a look in the late
evening!) These two formations will not make BLT jump about
- devic crop circles never do, because they don't display the
same absorbed aura of a "Circle Maker" formation - but the

other nine crop circles u,i11. The four Midale crop circles all
showed large fields of natural earth energy and were "Circle
Maker" in origin. And the huge Neilburg, Saskatchewan
formation, in the design of three arms of circles, was out of this
world. It showed to have taken 149 seconds for the ten circles
to form, with the top three circles all clockn ise and the rest
anticlockwise. That shows the leys would have changed to pulse
power in the other direction from the west to make the other
seven circles. A very complex formation, over 200' across.
In my opinion, Canada had some fine genuine crop circles
last summer, from what I have seen. My thanks to CPR Canada
for the report. Without those good people I would have missed
something special, as every " good" crop circle is.
Oh yes - a few seed heads from any of the above-mentioned
crop circles would not go amiss. I would be able to record the
power ievel of each of them, in order to compare one formation
against another. Any takers? We are talking just four to five seed
heads per circle, dried and tagged, and I work for free for CPR,
a1l in the name of research. That's an offer which does not come
every day! Thanks again to John (another pint I owe you) and
to CPR Canada. We may all be coming your way next year, the
way things are going. Good huntingl

elbow!
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REPORTS & SKETCFIES
FORMED IN OIL seed rape
around 10th. April, when it

was initially reported on

the Internet, the f irst

confirmed formation of the
year in the UK appeared

below the slopes of
Danebury Hillfort, near
Andovet Hampshire. This
field has played host to
several crop circles over the

years, and this one was
more or less on the same

spot as in at least two

Famingham, Kent (Photo:

Ster:e Croxford,

diagram: l. Sayer)

previous events.

Lucy Pringle

and

myself caried out a surveY
with the cooperation of the
farmer on 19th. April. By

now the crop had risen
dramatically, making the
extremely
f ormation
Dmebury, Hants.

(

/. Sayer)

dif{icuit to d istineu ish from
the hill?ort (it rJas missed

by several who went to find
just
the
ground. Because the stalks
on
to
examine
as
hard
it), and

had grown back up to nearly their original height, it was
necessary to examine the ground almost microscopically in
order to determine the extent, direction and overall shape of
the flattened crop. About a quarter to a third of the downed
stalks seemed to have been cut off cleanly with a very sharp
knife (not that we concluded this was 1itera11y the case!), while
the rest, mostly snapped off near the ground, maintained a

"hinge" of outer skin and had bent up sharply at 90",
successfully masking the horizontal segments and overall
pattern.
The high degree of damage evident presented two points of
curiosity, however: in places, groupings o{ closely placed stalks
looked as if they had been flattened from directly above, creating
a splaying-out (1ike the spokes of a wheel) effect; also, in spite

of the clear splitting and breaking of the stalks, it was very
difficult to identify any scraping or bruising of the stems along
their length, a feature one would expect to find in a physically
flattened, man-made formation.
The shaft, parallel with and adjacent to a tramline, flowed
away from the main part of the formation and was 95' long by
7' wide. Because of the masking effect created by the recovered
stalks, we only spotted it on leaving the formation, even though
we'd walked alongside it on the way in! 44' from the main circle
was a short (7' X 3') cross-shaft, which flowed away from the
main shaft. The rest of the flattened stalks in the formation were
basically lying anticlockwise. The overall length of the formation

Croxford (our "man in Kent"). Conflicting descriptions of the
state of the crop were posted on the Internet, but I am grateful
to joyce Galley (CCCS Kent) for sharing the results of the ground
survey carried out by herself and her team. The croP was
apparently as damaged as that in the Danebury formation and
footprints were found beneath the downed crop'
The third formation of 2000 to appear was at Cherhill,
between Calne and Beckhampton, in Wiltshire. Stuart Dike
posted the following observations on the CropCircleConnector
web site:

"The formation appeared on the morning of the 27tlt. Aptll
in fu11 flower, and around 5' in
was
very
soft, due to the rather inclement
ground
height, but the
April we had been experiencing. The bank holiday weather was
a blessing, and a much welcomed change from the weeks of
rain, whiih is probably why we have had such d slow start to

in

oi1 seed rape. The crop was

the season.
It is positioned high on the slopes, just below the Cherhiil
monument, and is facing down the hill off to the northeast. The
general design consists of what you can only describe as a tear
drop shape, with an inner central triangle, made up of standing
crop. Pointing off to the northeast, is a triangular spur, which
tapers into one of the two tramlines that the formation covers.
Just below the spur, are two satellite grapeshot circles only 7' in
diameter, which are joined together, with standing crop within
their centres. Both are flowing in a clockwise rotation.

The main floor pattern within the formation had two
directional flows around only two sides of the central triangle'
The crop around the outside edge of the formation had a general

anticlockwise rotation,

was 201', with the standing "circ\e" having an imaginary
diameter of 52'. The "shell" shape was 106' on the longest axis

but changes direction to
clockwise on the outer
edge of the triangle. The
west side of the triangle
has a flow inunisonwith
the main floor pattern.
The inner triangle of
standing crop had three
sides of slightly different

and 93' across the shortest.

lengths. 29' ,27' and 26' .

The farmer gave us full co-operation in surveying the
formation and was quite delighted to learn that this was the
first confirmed report of 2000. He wj.ll be keeping us informed
of any further formations in his fields.
The second formation of this year, also in oi1 seed rape,
appeared next to the M20 at Farningham, Kent - probably over
the Easter weekend, according to a loca1 who regularly walks
his dog next to the field and who was interviewed by Steve

t2

The overall diameter
varied from 60', taken
from the northeast and

57' from east to west.
The spur facing down
the field was 18' 1ong,
and finished on the
eastern tramline."

E
Cherhill, \{ilts. (/ Sayet\
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CANADIAN REPORT

A summary of the crop circle events in Canada last yeal by Paul Anderson, Director of Circles
Phenomenon Research Canada.
1999's "CIRCLE SEASON" in Canada, from July to October,
saw developments in the phenomenon on a number of fronts,
including the number of reported formations (20 - up from 14
in 1998 and 2 in 1,997), size and complexity (ranging from the
corunon small simple circles to formations two to tfuee hundred
feet in size, some more elaborate than in past years) and many
associated anomalies, notably stalk nodes from some formations
with very significant stretching, swelling and expulsion cavities
as compared to normal control samples, as well as numerous
electrical equipment malfunctions and failures in and around
some formations.
Formations were reported in six provinces - British Columbia
(1), Alberta (4), Saskatchewan (10), Ontario (3), Quebec (1) and
Prince Edward Island (1). Many excellent first hand reports came
in this year, from farmers in whose fields the circles were found,

thanks to the efforts of a growing network of CPR-Canada

coordinators, field investigators, researchers and other
assistants, as well as a reporting hotline and growing publicity
in various media etc. As in past years, most formations were
reported near the end of the harvesting season, in late August

and September, simply because that is when most of them are

initially discovered by farmers as they are combining their fields,
literally stumbling across them, as it were. Relating to this is
the fact that circles in Canada have appeared virtually across
the entire country, which geographically is, of course, much
larger an area than England (where it is easier to discover and
document new formations almost as soon as they appear, often
by pilots, as most formations there tend to be found within a
fifty or so mile radius of the Stonehenge / Avebury area).
Therefore, a sigi'rificant number of formations in this country
probabiy never get reported at all, and in fact we know of several
cases in the past where formations were found but not initiaily
reported to anyone, then only found about weeks, months or
even a year or two later. As mentioned above, thanks to a
growing network, hotline etc., that situation is now beginning
to improve.
As has been the case virtually since the phenomenon started
being documented in this country in the 1970s, most circles were
reported in the province of Saskatchewan (ten out of twenty
reports this year), and in many cases (in several provinces) in
the very same areas, or in close proximity to, where they were
found last year and previous years. In one case in Alberta, the
second formation found this year just outside of Edmonton,
was in the same end of the same field as a set of simpler circies
last year. It is the consensus now of CPR-Canada and others,
that these localized "hot spots" should be the primary focus for
future surveillance, field studies and other experiments. It is a
situation analogous to southern England, where by far the most

formations (in the world as well as England itself) are found
each summer in the Wiltshire and Hampshire areas.
Highlights of the Season
The first Canadian reports for 1999 were a couple of elaborate
pictogram style formations, one just over three hundred feet
Iong (the longest on record so far in Canada), discovered in a
couple of adjacent wheat fields on the New Credit Reserve near
Hagersville, Ontario on22nd. July. These were similar to some
of the early nineties patterns from England, and displayed a
fairly complex layering of the plants. The formations drew much
attention from the local media and public, as well as the Native
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Indian community where they appeared, who actually held
cermonies out in the fields to celebrate their appearance. CPRCanada and other field investigators reported malfunctioning

camera and video camera equipment inside and over the
formations. Odd small "balls of 1ight" were also reported in the
area by some witnesses around the general time of their
appearance, similar to reports common in England and Europe.
Another odd long "script" kind of design was later reported
near Montebello, Quebec, initially found in mid-july in a cut
field, although subsequent correspondence indicated this may

have been done by one of the local farmers for normal
advertising purposes, and not an actual formation.
Other reports came in over the next few weeks, from near
Dease Lake, BC (single circle in grass in a very remote location),
Ardmore, Alberta (group of small circles in hay, found to be
fungi-related) and a "celtic cross" formation I'ust outside
Edmonton, Alberta on a research farm run by the University of
Alberta (deemed upon ground inspection to be a probable,
though unproven, hoax). A couple of small circles were also
found in a blueberry field near Christopher Cross, Prince
Edward Island, the first known case of that kind.
Activity was quiet in Saskatchewan, the usual centre of
Canadian reports, until early September, when a number of
formations started being reported by farmers one after another,
over the next few weeks. Some of the largest and most
impressive formations ever seen in Canada showed up in these

prairie fields in 1999, notably Neilburg, where a large

185'

pattern of eleven circles in wheat was {ound. This was the first
of several formations this year to exhibit the stretched, swollen
and burst stalk nodes. CPR-Canada works closely with the BLI
Research Team, which has been scientifically documenting these
and other anomalies from crop formations world-wide for the
past several years; much more information on this work is
available from BLT and CPR-Canada. It was also a departure
from previous Canadian formations, being more "European"
in design, a sort of simplified version of the famous fractal and
Julia Set patterns in England. A formation of two circles, each
with an identical cross appendage attached, was found near
Conquest, Saskatchewan around the same time, close to where
a similar set appeared in1998.
The main centre of activity in Saskatchewan was around
the town of Midale, (again from where several reports came in
1998), with a total of six reports in this area alone (from early
September to early October), all in wheat, ranging from sets of
single circles to an intricate "medicine wheel" pattem containing
complex lay patterns. Other circles were reported nearby at
Weyburn (another group of small random circles in hay).
Also in September, additional reports came in from Alberta,
at Acadia Va1ley, a very nice 129' triple dumbell pattern, again
with the anomalous node effects on plant stalks, and the second
formation just outside Edmonton, a large 191' complex sevencircle pattern in barley with radial lay patterns in all circles;
another one of the best of the year, and of any year so far. Many
stretched and ruptured nodes were found in this formation in
particular, and it was also interesting to note that the fieid itself
was thickly infested with thistle plants, which made sampling
(and just waiking) difficult. There was also a report of circles
near Drumheller, but these were unable to be confirmed.
Formations continued to be reported into late September
and October, withanother set of two beautifully made circles
(cont'd. on p.26)
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TFIE CASE OF TFIE NESTED BUDDFIAS
Michael Green anaiyses an intriguing Kent formation'
"The u.heel of fire turns and all within that wheei
is subjected to the threefold flame and eventually

i:i;T.

stands perfected." - Djrvhal Khul

',$nr.

IN MY LAST paper in The Ceteologist (#27 , Green,
2000), the nature and origins of the God of Planet
Earth were short n to be reflected in the s1'mbols
and mandalas that harre been appearing in British
crop formations. The Septenate or Elohim is
effectively the senior management of our system'

This paper will consider the 'middle

management' and 'lt'ork force' who are termed
in the Timeless Wisdom the Troelue Creatite
Hierarchies or Buddhi, u'hich encomPasses every
being of our system from the greatest archangel
to the humblest microbe.
The Mind-Born Sons of Brahma

On 14th. june 1999 at Sompting, Sussex, there
appeared a traditional type of formation,, a
qrirlcrr-t* (fS. 1) whose location in a rt'heat field
north of tlte A27 (map reference 167056) had

hosted a similar formationback in 1993 (Thomas,
A., 1996 re|. 93 / 02). This time, what appears to
have started as a ringed circle grew the four
smaller circles during the following night An
interesting factor is that the total area of the {our
satellites (minus that of the ring segment on
which they were located) approximates to the
area of the circle (6,644 square feet), and thus
relates to an esoteric paradigm, the fivefold
Brahma Aspect.
Brahma, using the ancient tndian term, may
be defined as the 'intelligent Purpose' aspect of

any cosmic entity, whether galactic, solar,
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planetary or human operating through the sphere

of primordial Fohatic energY or cosmic fire

(Green,2000, 11). The five archetypes or Rays (to
use the Theosophical term) are streams of force,
an embodiment of a great cosmic entity, and
constitute the four Rays of Attribute and their
synthesiser, the Third Ray of Aspect. As Djrn'hal Khul expresses

ii, "tne individualisation of the four brings about the same
process (in) Brahma. He individualised and the four go to the
iontent of this body. They are represented on earth by the five

Kumaras..." (Bailey, A.,7925,361). The sacred geometrv of the
1999 Sompting formation neatly expresses this esoteric truth'
Since the quincunx formations by their varying character
symboiise different cosmic entities using the Brahmic energy it
ii of interest to know r'r'hich are represented here' It is my
understanding that this particular type is that of the cosmic
Logos whom I term Archon, of which our solar system is a centre'
Oui Solar Logos has the satellites astride the ring (cf' Sompting
reI.93/02 ur-ta gSlOS' Thomas, 1996,50). The crop circle
quincunxes of Pianetary Logos do not have a ring, and many
&amples of this tvpe have been found in the south of England

during the last twentY

Years.

The Buddhas of ActivitY

If the Sompting formation of 14th. June 1999 is a symbolic
t4

i*=.

, .<9r

Fig.

1

statement about the ethero-atomic structure of the management

board of Planet Earth, tl-re Chilcomb Dor'vn formation of 1st'
August 1999 is a metaphysical yntttrn r'r'hich exPands these
concepts in spiritual terms.
This qradtapartite formation was brought to my notice bv
Damian Brotheis, and I am indebted to him, John Sayer and
Ster.e Alexander for details on which the drawing (Flg. 2) is
based. An unusual feature is the morvn track that predates the
formation and appears to cut off half the outer petal of one of

the four circles-. Apparently there was no overtlv visible

indentation in the tri& itself. By the time john Sayer examined
and measured the formation there was a smal1 amount of
damage evident, but not enough to rule out a geophysical origin'
Bolh the Chilcomb Don'n formation and that from Borstal,
Kent (discussed below) have certain features in common and
support certain mutual lines of interpretation' Indeed, it is
poriiUt" that they arrived ion the same night, the Chilcomb
bown formation being reported a day or tlt'o later' At the centre
of the formation is the ringed circle, the Bl symbol for deity,
which in this form I have identified as representing the logo for
THE CEREOLOGIST #28

the Solar Logos, and is found as a signature on the Borstal
trimorph. The quadrapartite rings function as frames or
cartouches for the four Kumaras, which are represented in a

is beautifully expressed in the complex formation which
appeared at Borstal, near Rochester, in Kent on2Tth.luly 1999:
the nested Buddhas.

stylised form as the bowed head and shoulders of what is known

in this context as the Buddhas of Activity (Pratyeka Buddhas),
the embodiment of active, inteiiigent, loving will. "Their

The Borstal, Kent, Crop Formation

functions are many and varied, and concern primarily the forces
and energies of nature, and the direction of building agencies."
(Bailey 1922,107-8). Thus as Lords of the Elements They relate
to the Fohatic (Brahmic) energy of this solar system, and it
significant that in their total area They take up the whole of the
outer ring (representing deific manifestation) of the Chilcomb

The circumstances of the arrival of the Borstal formation are of

formation.
Out of the four large petals emerge four smaller Buddhas
which replicate in general character those features of their Solar
Brothers. These, I believe, symbolise our Planetary Kumaras,
and can be identified as such by an interesting and significant
feature. I think that the lost 'head' is that of the Kumara who
can be identifi ed as lndra in our planetary system. This Being is
one of the esoteric Kumaras conveying the Buddhic energies of
spiritual, intuitive intelligence, but is not as yet in full
demonstration upon our planet. Hence the 'body'is in place in
the crop formation, but the 'head' or controlling mind is not yet
activated, or indeed present. As is clear from the aerial photos
by Steve Alexander, the formation has been deliberately
designed so that the track 'clips off' the head component.
However, it is not absolutely symmetrically placed, with the

some interest. Experienced investigators are aware that
formations are not spread indiscriminately over the countryside
like confetti, but are carefully targetted at particular 'croppie'
individuals and groups who can be relied on to take an
intelligent and responsible iaterest, as was the case here. Chrissie
Milton and Garry Peters had been asking for a crop formation
in the Wouldham area all year, and as often happens in such

circumstances,

it appeared at the end of the season.

Unfortunately, as has been occurring with other important
formations in recent years, an angry farmer destroyed it before
it could be properly recorded or photographed from the air.
Milton and Peters reported that the lay was beautiful, with
three sfiands left standing at the centre of each circle. The nodes
of the flattened crop were swollen, an indication of geophysical

origin. Andrew King and |oyce
access and take

Ga11ey also managed to gain
ground photos, a general view of the adjoining

hillside and a series of aerial photos after the crop had been cut.
Thus, fortunately, sufficient evidence had survived from these
various sources (including measurements taken by Milton and
Peters) for a reasonably accurate reconstruction to be attempted

result that a thin line of standing stalks still runs across
the top of the shoulders. It is clear from this remnant
feature that there was no head at all in this particular
Buddha, although the halo surwives to circle the figure.
The symbolic superimposition of such beings (the
nested Buddha paradigm) brings out a cosmic truth
demonstrated in certain other crop formations in 1999
(Green, 2000,9). Standing behind the Kumaras of our
own planetary system are the Greater Lords or Pitris
(= ancestors) of the Solar System, of whose energies
and holistic qualities They partake. Indeed the crop
circle analogy so cleverly used here is that They are

effectively 'thought bubbles' of these Solar
Archetypes, which are irr turn 'thought bubbles' of
the Brahmic aspect of the Solar Logos Himself - 'the

Mind-born Sons of Brahma'.
The Planetary Council of Sanat Kumara
Those great entities which in the East are termed the

constitute the management board of Planet
Earth. In total with their synthesiser, the Lord of the
World, Sanat Kumara, they form a septenate. Three of
these archangels are concerned with the hands-on
management of the planet. These are the Elemental
KtLmaras

Lords of Fire, Water and Earth (Agni, Varuna and
Kshetra respectively). Three Kumaras are nonexecutive, but are increasingly becoming involved as
the planet moves into a new cycle of activity. This

particularly applies to Indra (traditionally the Lord
of Air) who brings in certain qualities of intuitive
intellect (Buddhi).Indra, Agni, Varuna and Kshetra
constitute the four Mind-Born Sons of Brahma who
with their synthesiser, the Mahachohan (the Brahma
energy on this planet), make up the fivefoid Brahmic
Aspect (Fig.1).

The Kumaras are responsible as departmental
managers, either individually or in collaboration

with

others, for all areas of planetary life. The nature of
this planetary life-form, which could be termed Gaia,
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supplied me r,l,itl-r information concerning this spectacular

go forth. They sacrifice themselr.es arnd out of theil or'vn
substance they build the form desired. They dran, life and

formation.

r-r-raterlal

(FLC. 3).

i am deeply indebted to Dr. Kir-rg, r'r,ho

has generously

trimorph r'vith a large
central ringed circle u,itl-r three arms carrying a series of
progressir.el), smaller ringed circles spreadirrg out to the
per:ipher1., but r.rot regularl;, so. I have termed the general
character of the formatlon as being that of a series of 'nested
Bucldhas', or, more correctly, Buddhi, since therr mostlv
The Borstal formation is basically

r-r

repl:esent unif,ving principles or centres of sentient intelligence
rather than a great spiritually'enlightened'individual. But even
more to the polnt, the whole figure represents in symbolic form
the Logos of this planet as a 'Tianscendentarl Bud dha' seated in
the patlmasnna, or 1otus, position. The folmation is generallv
immaculate in construction, br-rt a sma.ll mistake will be noted
on No. 3, quickly corrected.
Tl-re Bucldhic tvpe fonn is most clearly shou,n ir-r Fry. 3, No.1,
rvhere a circle represents the bod1. rvith a slightl1, sma'rl1er cir:cle
for the head, r'inged to give the impression of a halo. This is one
of fir.,e srnall figr-rres a'rt the ends of the three projections (ftg. 3,
Nos. 7-5), lr.ho I believe represent the fir.e Kumaras headed by
the Mahachohar-r (Maha = great, chohan = lord), identifjed in
the Theosophical systsm as the Lord of Cir.ilisation (Ray 3). Tn
the East the,"" are tenled t1-re five transcendental Buddhas (Jinns).

According to Djrvhal Khul, these great beings, r,r.ho iorm the
first fir.e gracles of the Tr.veh,e Creative Hjelar:chies, vary in their
status according to the degree to rvhich they har.e reached
'spiritual liberation', for Thev too are on a path of der.ekrpment.
This is reflected in the symbolism of their representations in
this formation. The remaining ser.en cilcles of the Creative
Hierarchies ('Depr-rrtments'), Nos. 6-12, are gror-rped jn rvhat I
have termed lhree Directoralrs corresponding to t1-re threefold
energy form of our system.

from themselves, and yield themselr.es to the clivine

irnpulse. "

(

B

aile1., 7L)25, 7207 ), hence

their epithet " the elemen

ta

1

lirres". This is the realm of the Fire Der.trs operatir-rg on the
phvsical plane, the Aytichallarr-s, whom I have termed tl-re 'r,vork

force' of the Gaian corporate structllre in their forty-nine
departmental sections.
There are three broad groups symbolised by the cir:cles on
the aura of this body of Gala, r,vho respond to the Three Fires of
Brahma. Group a are concelr-red r,r,ith the enelgising of the formbuilding devas, the function of solar or atomic actirritv (Nuclear
Fusion). Gror-rp ll deal r,r,ith folm-br:ilding through magnetic
attraction (Pla:rsm;-r energy) producing conscionsness. Cloup c
transmute energised matter (piezo-electrical effect) to ploduce
self-consciousness in form. Yet all lvork as one.

(- power of
communicaiion), r,vhich I have termecl the 'superrrisors', is
The NINTH DEPARTN'IENT, Mnntriknsnltti

effectir.ely the Buddhic intelligence factor of the Gaian corporate

strllctllre. In its r.arior-rs clir.isions it represents the spiritual
components of humanity r,r,ho sen.e tl-re Earth Logos. Unlike
some othel hierarcl'ries, it is both self-conscior-rs and fu1i1.
intelliger-rt, but also has the distinguishing featr-rre of compassion

it to t1-re second Cosmic Logos, the Christ. The
epithet of these beings is 'The Lords of Lor.e', and thev are
working r-rnr:ernittingl,v to speed the Ascension Process at all
u,hich relates

ler.e1s.

The most serrior of the Gaian hierarchies is the SIXTH
DEPARTN4ENT Par.n-sa,(lr (= Transcendent Por.ver) and is
effectivel), the l-iead centle of the Cait-rn Buddha. If hierarchies
12 and 9 operate on the enelgv fields of Brahn'ra (3r:d. Ray) and
Visnu (2nd. R3rr) respectivelr, tl-re 6th. is connectecl r,r,ith Siva,
the 'Fat1-rer'' of our system (cf . Gleen, 2000, 9). Tt is no coincidence
that They ale described h the Old Commentary as "Those rvho

The Project Directorate
This, the prernier Directorate, constitutes the 'bodr" of the Caian

Buddha comprisir.rg the Sixth, Ninth and T\.r'e1fth Hierarchies,
the latter being common also to the other t\,\.o Directolates. The

Sixth and Ninth Departments are concerned r'r,ith the
transforrnation or transfiguration of all beings, u.hether human
or der.ic frorn a physical to a spiritual state: in modern parlance,
the 'Ascension Process'. It is presided over b1, the three directors
or Kumaras who have special responsibilities in this sphere,
and are symbolically enthroned forming a cror'r.,n on the aureole
of the Sixth Department. As managi.ng directot the Mahachohan

takes central place, and effectir.,ely transmutes the Love/
Wisdom energy through the r.vhole system. He presides over
Department Six. The other two departmental heads, Indra and
Kshetra, Iiker.vise have special responsibilities for departments
Nine and TWelr.e respectivelu Their r,r,ork is as vet incomplete,
and Their thrones are not (yet) asstrred. Consequently They are
symbolica-rl11. seated lr'ith feet piacecl next to each other on the
ground belor'v (the 'Western' position) ur a high throne, the

burnecl to know. They rushed into the spheres. they are the
Ionging of the Father for the Mother. Hence do The,v suffer, burn
and long through the sixth sphere of sense." (Bai1eli 7925,7797).
These angels are the Lords of Flatnrr, literally the 'mor.ers and
shakers' of our systern lr,ho u.ere responsible for setting up the
basic energy fields n,hen our planet came into being. Thev too
are intimatell. inr.olved in the Ascension Process a1d ar,r.ait lvith
impatience fol the opportur-rities that the creation of a ner,r,
system r,r,i1l pror.icle. I har.e described this hierarch), as the
'mallagement', since they have the responsibility for initiating
and coordlnating all aspects of planetarv life under theil senior
director, tl.re Kr-rmala Indra, lvho embodies the energies of the
buddhic mental plane, responsible for cosmic transmutation.
Neithel the Nir-rth nor the Sixth Hierarchies carrv on their halos
or arlras the symbols of the Three Files. Pelhaps the Br-rddhic
energv field is supplied direct bv the three Kumaras r,r,ho stand
at the head of the figure, as syn-rbolised on the crop frlrmation.
The Design Directorate

Blndrttsnnn. This is suggested by the half-circle belor'r, the Buddha

figures.

The core, quite 1itera1l1,, of the systern is the TWELFTH
DEPARTMENT, under the Kumara, Lord Kshetra, r,vho leflects
the cleative energies of the Christ, the second Logos "b,v r,r,hom
all things rt,ere made". I har.e tentatively identified this
Hierarchy r,r,ith the ancient Vedic conceprl of Atlityn, the cosmic
principle of deific origins, the Mother of the Gods.
She is the sentient bod,v of

matter and energy of the Universe

from r.r.hich the manifestation of deity, at all 1eve1s, dlar'r,s its
form. This department is concerned r,,ith the 'smal1est of the
sma11', the life or energy found at the heart of every atom. In
the rvords of the Old Commentarl., "The clevas hear the u,ord

76

This directorate is presided orrer by the Der.ic Lord and Knmara,
Varuna, whose epithet 'desire for dr-rality' expresses tr,r,o vital
aspects of this sphere of activity First, the concept of'feeling'
or desire (r^,,hich is the essence of Ray 6 and has a dim reflection
at a minlscule scale r'r,ith the solar plexus chakra of the human
being). Secondly, the aspect of duality or polarisation as a vital
ingredient of the creative process: those forces r,r,hich produce
the phenomenon lve call 1or.e, sex impulse, ilstilct or the drir,lng
urge and motir.e r,r,hich demonstrates later on the physical plane
in activity of some kind. Ihere is in this clirectorate, as in the

others of this corporate structure, a clever conr.entlon
symbolising a process of spiritual emergence frorn the centre.
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The threefoid head of the Tr,r,eifth Buddha (Nos. 9, 10 & 11)
becomes the body of the Buddha abor,'e it and so on until the
body of the Kumara of that directorate is reached: hence the
epithet, the'nested Buddhas'. Only Hierarchy 12 has a slightly
different arrangement, as noted above.
The ELEVENTH DEPARTMENT, KtLndalinisahti (- energr. of
matter) is the province of the AgnistLrtlnns, tl're Astral Plane
Der.as, orgar-rised in seven sections. At a planetary 1eveI, these
der.as form the liquid aspect in the physical body of the Earth
Logos, and range frorn great spirits r,r,ho ensoul the astrai plane
to little Naiads precipitated in u.atery, physical matter. Since
the animal and plant kingdon-rs operate at the feeling/desire
1evel, these aspects are controlled bv der.ers in this department.
Much of the human rvorlcl also functions at the astral ler.el and
connects to this sphere. The states after death, which also mostlr.
operate on the astral ler,'e1, are also constructs of this department.
At a higher level, the urge for human betterment and service to
the planet by humanity itself is also a focus of activity for these
ar.rge1s. I har.e termed the Eleventh Hierarchy the 'craftsmen',
for: its myriad devas take matter arnd construct the energetic

folms r,r,hich can be transformed (eventuall-y) into spiritual
sta tes.

DEPARTMENT

DEPARTMENT SEVEN, Knlosakti (= materialising icleal) is the
executive arm of the Caian corporaticxr. If the project managers
of the Sixth Hierarchy set the taugets, it is the angels of the
Ser.enth Department that ensure that the programmes of the
lor,r.,er depar:trnents are kept in line and on schedule. Ihey are

particularll, int olr.ed in or"erseeing the l,ork of the Tenth
Department and prornoting corporate identit,v In spiritual
terms, they ensure that potentiality is brought into fu11 activity
and that innate capacity demonstrates in perfect fruition. Ail
potentiality lies in the r.italising, energising por,rrer of Agni, ar.rd
His ability to stimulate. "He is life itself, and the driving force
of evolution, of psychic der-elopment and of consciousness."
(Bai1ey, 1925, 606).
Tl-ris vitality is expressed in the Borstal formation b1r shou,ing

corporate structure of Gaia as a rer.olving spiral form,
esoterically a Parnbrahm (ethero-atomic structure of force), in
which the Tn,elr,e Hierarchies spiral upr,vards anticlockr,r,ise
t1-re

EIGHI Irtatttsaliti (= Polr,er of Knrlwledge)

operates as the Head Centre of the Eleventh Hiertrrchy, although
its ar-rgels (like t1-rose of the Sirth and Seventh also) are not in
physical incarnation. They are ca11ed the 'Triads' for: therr hold
ir-i themseh.es the potencies of triple evolution, mer-rtal, pht,sic.-r1

and spiritual, and, consequentlv are regalded as the great

donors of immortality. I harre clesignated thern

t1-re

'Construction' Department, fol the r,vorkings of the Der.ic world
in this department is the very stulf of eternal life itself, the fruit
of the mvstlc marriage of Spirit and matter.
The Plar.rning Directolate
The third limb of the Calan Br-rddha is rvhat I har.e termed the
'Planning; Directorate'. lf the 'Project' Directorate is concernecl
r.r,ith the spirltual implications of the Ascension Process, and
the 'Desigr:r' Directolate r,r,ith the emotional substructure of
matter, this directortrte is t-rbout intellect as a coorclinatir-rg and
constructive force. The directorate is presided over by the great
creative deva Lold Agni (No. 3), r.vho carries in this system the
energies of firc. His epithet, 'Light Thlor-rgh Knorvledge', brings
into focus one essential aspect of this r,vork as one of the firre
Kurnaras, the focus of systemic I'italit,v intelligently aprplied.

Like his Brother Varuna (No. 4), he is depicted in the crop
formation as being immersed in the phvsical creatir.e process.
DEPARTMENT TEN, lcltclhnshohti (= Por,r.,er of rvill) is run b1,
the Agrtishnonfns, the Solar Angels of the mental plane. T1-rese
beings are of a high spiritual orcler and are launched Llpon a

most stupendous project in connection ll,ith or-rl planetary
evolntion, namely the der-ekrpment of intellect as an essential
ir-rgledient of human (ancl animal) spirltual er.olution. A
distinction here shoulcl be macle betrveen the ratlonal, selfconscious intellect of rnankir.rd in general, and the buddhic or
intuitir.e intellect operating at tl-re spiritual ler.el ch;rracteristic
of the Ninth Hiertrrchv In tl-re tl-rree great departments of state
(Nos. 10, 11 & 12), none is dedicated exclusively to anyparticular
exoteric life form, but comprise in their myri.rds those
Elementals and Devic beings rvho construct the different type
of matter at the etheric and phvsical levels.
Whereas the Solar Angels are mostlv concerned r,vith
der.eloping and tuning the higher chakra levels of human
beings, the rvork of the Lunar Angels is concentrated on
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enhancing the phvsical (Department 12) and emotional centres
(Department 11). The centre of gravity of the Solar Angels is
the Heart Chakra of the human being r,l.ith the er.entual intention
of producing indir.iduals r,r,,hose \rery essence is 'active,
intelligent Iove'. It is in connection r,r,ith this sense of preparation
that I har.e r-rsed the epithet'training' fol the core r,vork of this
department.

fuont Aditrln to encompass the Kumaras at its pinnacle.

Conclusion

Dr. Andrer'r, King has stated that the Borstal formation

is

"arguablli tl.re most implessir-e formation of 1999, perhaps er.en
anv yeal" - an assessment r'r,ith r,r.hich I r,r,ould agree. This is an
ertraordinaril). important cr6p formation, a mandala packecl
full of spiritual information about the life and intelligences of
Plar-ret Earth. The ringed circle signature located near the
formation is, I r,rnderstand, that of the Solar Logos (the supr:eme
intelligence of our solar system), and to ri,v rnind an indication
in itself of the importance of the forrnation.
Why am I confident that the intelpretation put forlvard here
is correct? While not u.ishing to minirnise the 1eve1 of personal
channelled infolmation that I have receir.ed on my olrrn account,
the core of my study has centred lounci the teaching of Djr,vhal
Khul channelled through Allce Bailev ser.ent\-five years ago.
A Tren.tisc on. Costnic Fre (not to mention the other r,r,orks from
this source) is a voluminous, ir-rdeed magisterial r,r,ork about
the nature of Ullimate Realitv Regrettabl1., it is little studied
ar-rd less unclerstood todatr Hor,r,ever, given the iimitations of
its background .rnd periocl, I ha.rve found it a consistently reliable,
technical gulde, of which my ort n somert hat bald sun-rmary of

informatior-r about the Tr,r,elr,'e Hierarchies of this planet barelv
does justice.
As I have so often posed befor:e, r,r.hy is this information
being corrvel.ed to us now? We can be quite sure that this is not
mereh. a case of angelic heads being emptied to flll ouls! Various

channelled sources at this time are speaking about

a

ropprochenrenl betr,r,,een the human ancl clevic r,vorlds. Thls

mandala, I believe, provides a structural overviert of the
relationship betlveen these trt,o bodies, of lr,hich

r,r,e

need to be

a\vare as lr.e face the Ascension Process.
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MEDIA WATCF]
A quick dip into some of the verbiage surrounding "our subject". lohn sayer.
IN EARLY MAY Radio Four's "Open Country" featured a short
item on crop circles, recorded in wildest Wessex (and broadcast
just after six in the morning). Apart from the odd time of day
for such a topic (it's worth speculating on who the intended
target audience was), it's interesting to see how the interviews
have been edited and the snips subsequently put together to
produce the following:
[Introduction) ...Wiltshire is famous internationally for its
crop circles, but while the designs may be both complex and
beautiful, their origin and meaning is much less clear. Some
claim they're the work of extraterrestrials; others believe they,re
the product of undiscovered natural energy. A third group and I think I fall into this one - believes that the secret lies in
nothing more than a length of wood, a long piece of string and
some 1eg work.

Andy Thomas: Most people think crop circles have only been
around for the last ten years or so and they're quite surprised
when they learn there's documented u."orr-ri, going back
hundreds of years; there's even drawings of these things from
the 1600s. My name is Andy Thomas and I belong to an
organisation called Southern Circular Research. They,ve
certainly been around for many decades. One of the most
controversial aspects of the designs is that they've got more
complex over the years: when we got to the 1990s we suddenly
got these huge, sprawling shapes which you could say were
sy mbols, not just circles.
lohn Lundberg: My name is John Lundberg. I,m a Londonbased artist. I spend most of my summers in Wiltshire making
crop circles.
Rod Dickinson: My name's Rod Dickinson. I spend a 1ot of
time in and around the Avebury area, making circles.
/L: I would say that 95 - 99% of the crop circles that appear
in and around Wiltshire are of man-made origin.
RD: We are very open about the fact that we make circles.
As an art-work, going out and making a circle is an extremely

interesting thing to be doing, precisely because they,re
interpreted as not havilg a human origin.
,47: Some people think they are messages of communication
from other beings. Other people think that they,re aimost like
symptoms of some rise in the Earth's natural energy fields. Other
p"opt. even think that mankind's coltective miniis psychically
involved. The trouble is, nobody really knows. But - there,s a
large body of people who simply don'tbelieve there are people
with bits of wood and garden rollers.
lL:It's all very low-tech. I meary we basically have two key
pieces of kit. We will do diagrams one millimetre to one foot on
the surveying tape and the actual implement for flattening the
crop is ca11ed a "stalk-stomper", which is basically a four-foot
plank of wood with a loop of rope around it; you put the wood
underneath your foot and hold the rope like reins and then just
go forward in loping steps and you'll basically leave a swathe
of crop behind you.
AT: I don't think anybody wouid deny there are a certain
amount of man-made formations. How often they,re really
going out there every night of every sununer is highiy open to
question and when you actually compare what they have made
with what is appearing in the fields, you find that they,re
nowhere near as large and complex as what's appearing out
there in the fields. We know that some formations have appeared
within very short periods of time: a large formation opposite
Stonehenge appeared within a forty-five minute p".iod, ir-,
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daylight, int996.
/L: These people have never actually gone out and tried to
create a formation themselves so I just can't see how they can
say that they can't be man-made if they've never actually tried

it themselves.
RD: It's amazing the hoops that people will go through to
maintain their belief. You know, we made a formation next to
Avebury Rings last summer. We picked the field that was the
most public field that we could find in this region - we didn,t
even come close to being caught or seen. Frankly, if you can
make a formation next to Avebury Rings, you can make a
formation anywhere.
AT: Local communities can be quite stirred up by the
appearance of crop circles because you get the people there who
are convinced it's something strange and mysterious - other
people saying, "No, it's the work of Fred Bloggs round the
corrrer," particularly in Wiltshire, where of course they,re used
to many of these formations appearing. I think some people
don't care where they come from; they just wish they'd go away
- they're a nuisance.
Francis Shepherd'.I'mFrancis Shepherd. I farm near Westbury

[Wiltshire]. I think most farmers are pretty fed up with it, reatly.
It is a loss, and you do get a lot of sightseers then invading the
field to have a look at it and they cause further damage and
obstruction. There's always people out with these bizarre and
odd theories. I'm afraid you've just got to ignore them; there,s
nothing you can do about it. There's no point iooking at the
flelds all night, trying to stop people going in and doing it. The
best news is no news. Trouble is, you're bringing it to the surface
again with this programme.
RD: It's not our intention, actually, to disrupt the community
and the farmers; it's actually our intention to bring people to
this area, to both admire our art-works but also admjie the other
ancient sights and investigate those.

AT: Whatever your view on crop circles, whether you,re
sceptical, whether you believe it's something strange, this is a
mystery that is not going to go away. The majority of formations
which appear are unexplained, and there's other things going
on around them that raise far more questions than the human
circle-making teams ever will answer.
/L: We haven't encountered, 1ike, twenty-foot spacecraft with
aliens waving out of windows, but we've seen what could be
described as anomalous phenomena: lights in the sky, balls of
light drifting along the edge of the field. We,ve seen video
footage of discs lifting out of circles that we know we,ve made,
so, urdess someone else is going around creating hoax {ootage I mean, I don't know...

Art for art's

sake?

One of the more puzzlttg items I've ever read in connection
with the circles phenomenon I spotted recently in SC #B7.It,s a
review by Barry Rey,nolds of the book on crop circles in the
Hodder & Stoughton series A Beginner's Guide, by Hugll

Manistre (reviewed by Graham Harrop inThe Cereologist #26).
Bazza clearly has a bee in his bonnet about this (perfectly
respectable) book, with comments like, "...has a few tatty
drawings which look as though they were done by a partially
sighted budgerigar...the quality of the line drawings...really ii
the worst I have ever seen..."
This puzzled me so much I borrowed a copy of the book to
check again, as I didn't remember it being so bad. It isn,t - but
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Back to Mr. Glickman, though - he who once Publicly tore

up a copy of The Cereologist on stage at the Glastonbury

Symposium and who refeffed to the previous editor, George
Wir-tgti"ta, as "the spawn of Satan": also in SC #82 he writes,
'Would it be patronisi.ng to menlion that the area of a Heptagon
can be found by using the formula 3.5339 n'?and Undecagon
(eleven sided) by the formula 9.3565 n'zwhere n ls side length?"
We11, I don't know about "patronising", Michael, but it sure is
mystifying! Next time I'm up to my neck in muck and barley
heads iurveying a circle, I must remember this vita l information'
(Where would we poor researchers be without such amazing
and illuminating insight?)

Seeding of clrcles

And speaking of insights, for those who had been eagerly
awaiting [he finai revelation of the "third secret of Fatima", the
news, as relay edby The Mail on Sunday of 14th' May this year, is
not really veiy exciting after aii (we11, it might be to some, but I
was expecting something a little more earth-shattering myself)'
Back in 1917, tl^uee children, Jacinta and Fransisco Marto
and their cousin Lucia, experienced a series of visions of "the

,,.,.',ll
' ",. lll
an)'way, I've reproduced a couple of the drawings here for
..ud".i to judge for themselves, bearing in mind some loss of
quality inherettt i.t the re-scanning and re-sizing' Of course, it's
,sruliy interesting to check 5C for the latest in defamation and
envious carping: Michael Glickman's "column" can almost
always be relied upon for some snide comment or other; issue
#82 contains this ciassic referenceto The Cereologist: "Its sniping,
debunking and its obsessive search for real or imaglned sli'ghts
is deeply depressing. (Almost every other article in the most
."ce.riissr" issails either 5C and its staff or other investigation
groups in bouts of envious resentment to the point where one
i"o.rd".t what would fill its pages without us!) It is best

Blessed Virgin Mary" near the village of Fatima in Portugal'
The story is well-documented elsewhere, but just one of the
intriguing aspects of this strange episode was that of the three
p.op"hecies entrusted to the chiidren and passed on to the
Vatiian, only two had ever been reveaied to the general public'
But Cardinal Angela Sordano, the Vatican Secretary of State,
announced."cer-tily during a beatification mass for Jacinta and
Fransisco (only Lucia is stil1 alive) that the third prophecy

concerned "a bishop in white" who "fails to the ground,
dead, under the burst of gunfire".
apparently
-Pope John Paul, of course, was nearly assassinated on 13th'
May 1-981 (the anniversary of the Fatima visions) when shot at
by

i Turkish

of

a

gunman, and apparently considers himself to have

blen saved by "a motherly hand" that day, after catching sight
poster of Our Lady of Fatima in the crowd'

avoided."

Tsk, tsk. Are the sour grapes showing, perhaps? This month's
competition - spot the bare-faced liesl "Glickers" - who clearly
doesn't realise ihat readers are quite able to come to their own
conclusions tuithout his guidance - continues, "The problem is
basically a lack of Lightness, humour or irony. How can one claim
to be interested in the circles and be so miserable and - dare I
say it - so embittered?" Oh, dear. Michael has already forgotten
thb opening sentences of this diatribe, where he admits, in
reference ti The Cereologist,'1have been unable to read it for
several yearc." Obviously the best-placed person to comment,
then... But you don't have to look far in 5C to find genui'ne
examples of what Glickers fantasises about being in The
Cereologist,and it suddenly struck me why Barry Reynolds was
possibiy so scathing about Hugh Manistre's book: nowhere does
it mention SC. Aha!
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WAKE UB WORLDT #2
Ron

Medhursl asks again, "What are the circle makers trying to tell us?"

"...A11 the planets of our system are inhabited, but if you were
to go to Mars or Venus you would see nobody because they are
in physical bodies of etheric mattel finer, subtler, than gas. If
you were to go there and have etheric vision they would be as
real to you as they are to each other, but if you have not etheric
vision - and the bulk of humanity do not as yet have etheric
vision, though some people here and there have the beginning
of it - to all intents and purposes these planets would seem to
be uninhabited.
"There is ample evidence in the craft which we call UFOs to
show that there has been a surveillance of this planet for many
years (at least since 1945, but in fact since the beginning of time).

This means that this pianet is kept intact. There is a huge star
out in space which is exerting a magnetic'pu11' on our planet,
hence the growing incidence of earthquakes over the last 180
years...
"...We are at a midway stage; Venus is unbelievably evolved
compared with this planet, as is Jupiter, Mercury, Saturn and

various other planets. They have no need to carry out
experiments on us; they know. They are so advance that they
can make the UFO craft which are made from etheric matter.
They create the crop circles as a means of letting us know,
obliquely, that they are here - that the Space Brothers are real.
Only they could simultaneously, in fields all over the south of
England, in a few seconds, create unbelievably complex and
beautiful crop circles. The technique is programmed into the
vehicle; they only have to hover and in a few seconds the work
is done."
(Benjamin Creme in Shnre International,YollT, No.8, Oct. '98.)
I TAKE THE Spiritualist monthly newsp aper P sy cltic World and
some time ago I read a very interesting article therein by Michael
Roll and Prof. Ron Pearson. They are both very interested in
studying sub-atomic science research at Edinburgh University,
which is looking into the actual way in which our Solar System
ancl the Universe at large are actually constructed, in a spiritual
way as well as a physicai one.

It

seems that there are two possible known concepts to
explain this construction. The first is ca1led the Einstein Concept

- which is a purely physical one; the second is called the
Newtonian Concept - which goes right back to the findings of
Sir Isaac Newton, the astronomer. This concept allows {or a
multi-frequency and multi-dimensional universe, whereby, once
you have accepted this basic fact, all else spiritually falls into
piace, Iogically and scientifically. It seems that this sub-atomic
science research at Edinburgh University has proved
conclusively that the Newtonian Concept is correct. No other
all-embracing explanation is in iine with cosmic logic, which is
merely an extension ol ezteryday logic.
It seems that the Einstein Concept has been accepted by the
scientific fraternity of the UK, USA and USSR for a very long
time, but as a result of this sub-atomic science finding there
was a top-level scientific conference heid in Russia in 1995
between scientists of all three countries. It also seems that the
UK and American scientists have agreed to stay with the
Einstein Concept, whilst the Russian scientists have now
accepted the Newtonian Concept. No doubt the former have
acted in this way because to accept the alternative Concept
would have upset all their other concepts (that keep most people
believing that our universe is purely a physical one, with no
proof to the contrary), and that the last 150 years of psychic
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research findings, reinforced now by the LIFO research findings

from1947 to 7999, plus the crop circle research findings from
\990 to 1999, is just so much unscientific rubbish. But to anyone
with an open mind and a love of spiritual truth and fact for its
own sake, they know that the reverse is true and that the
Newtonian Concept and all that it means for the intellectual
and spiritual future for the people of our pianet, should have
been accepted.
No doubt the business world of the big multi-nationals and

all the money involved therein, plus Orthodox Religion and
Orthodox Science, are behind the UK and American scientists'
decision. But truth will out, as they say, and the resuit of this
should be very interesting indeed during the early years of the
new millennium.

Notice how the UK press and TV media have kept
compietely quiet about all these very important and vital events
(very true to form), and that the only way that I happen to know
about them is because I am a reader of the Spiritualist Church's
monthly newspaper Psychic World. This fact automatically
conjures up thoughts as to who are the most honest reporters
of world happenings - the media and Orthodox Church, or the
much-maligned Spiritualist Church and its psychic researchers
(who have now obviously reached the point of taking some of
their work up to university leve1 in the hands of some openminded professors who are very interested and committed to
studying this kind of spiritual knowledge promotion)?
It is interesting to note that Dave Robinson of P sychic World
believes that it is high time that the Spiritualist Church widened
its area of studies to also include other aspects of the paranormal,
i.e. UFOs and crop circle phenomena, as long as its traditional
faith and area of study is preserved.
I think that promoting this liaison would be a very good

thing for both movements concerned, especially as the

Spiritualist Church of Ct. Britain is a much larger and lonerestablished organisation than any UFO or crop circle group.
The only difference between Orthodox religion and the

Spiritualist religion is that the former studies religion
rmscientifically and the latter studies it sclen tifically,based on1,50
years of psychic research. Both churches still support the great moral
conceltts held zaithin Christianitybut in a world where everything
else is so very scientifically based, it is high time that religion
was given a spiritually scientific base a1so, thus correcting this

present great imbalance of knowledge between orthodox
religion and psychic research which, in my opinion, causes a
great deal of trouble in the world.
I believe that at ihis point in its evoiution our world and its
population desperately need these great changes to be gradually
made - changes like the world realising that true religious
opposed to mere religious hope as practised by the
orthodox religions, needs to be put into place as soon as possible.
This is, of course, a long term process, and to achieve it,
world orthodox religion and world orthodox science would first
need to become intellectually honest and open-minded - two
things they certainly are not at this moment in time.
I would certainly like to see the beginning of all this
happening now, which would give real and true meaning to
knozoledge, as

the New Millennium.
We would each need to make it a great New World Crusade
with the crop circle groups playing a vital part, as I beiieve that
all this is what our circle making friends really want us to do and
is the true purpose behind all their efforts.
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REVIEWS
l. D. \Nnkefteld - LEGENDARY LANDSCAPES
(Nod Press, 1999 - ISBN 0 9536301 0 2. Softback, 18.95)
(Graham Har:rop)
John & Julie Wakeficld's Legendary Londscnpes gives a revealing
t.rnd profound insight into an area that has seeu some of the
most significant crop circles over the years and even once \arav
back in 1990 the eyes of the rt or:1d looked on in rvonder as the

clrcles phenomenon blossomed in the shape of the 603'Alton
Barnes pictoglam. The area the book concentrates on is centled
around that part of Wiltshire that contains the rer"erecl

landmarks of Avebur1,, Silburv Hill and dolr'n south to Knap
Hi1l, Adam's Grave and the nearby hills in the Per.vsey Vale
The book delves into archaeological and place name lesearch

to reveal just hor'v significant this spiritual iandscape r'vas to
our ancestors. The authors drar.r, upon past w'orks about the
myster:y of Avebr-rry and Silburv Hill from such notable sources
as author Michael Dames (The Silltu'y Treasure) and the
somer,r,hat cryptic 18th. Century antiquariirn, clergyrnan and
freemason William Stukelv to create an overall erplanation of
just r,vh,v these places still entrance the 21st. Century soul on
the

jotrrnel

rrl Ji>ctrr et'1.

I r'r,onder if readers are a\,vare that if trny time they have
stood near the top of Adam's Grave on Walker's Hill, adrniring
the circles in East Field be1ow, thev rvere ir-r fact standing tlPon
a goddess' right breast! (The grar.e, or longbarror'r', creates the
effect of a nipple.) To see the entire Alton goddess the n'hole
area must be vier'r,ed from the east, t'vhele the effect of a
recumbent r,voman about to give birth can be visualised; nearbv
Milk Hill ("me1k" being the Saxon for "giving mi1k") is her left
breast while Knap Hill (r ,,hich can be tlaced back to the Egyptian
"cneph", r.l,hence r'r.e derive the rt'ords "nave" and "nave1") is
the swollen be1ly of the expectant goddess; and the r'r'incling
track that fades into the errentful East Field repr:esents the
umbilical cord. One canlot but admire such beliefs aucl harmony
r,r,ith this ritual landscape.
The authors' research is extensir.e, fi'om bloodv Saxon battles
fought around Adam's Grave (or the Saron "\\bdensbeorh")
to the intriguing idea thai the legendarv Arthur mav have fought
his last battle nealby and that the Silbury Hag that is replesented
by the flooded r'r.intelborne (in rt inter, of course) is reuiniscent
of the Lacly of the Lake legend. As n'eIl as leferences to the
Myster,v Schools, Celtic and Saxon mvthologv the Bardic
teachings and, of course, folklore, the authors make some
remarkable discoveries themselves about m.rrks found on the
Arrebur), stones and I found it to be a sr,veeping ir.rsight into
perhaps one of the holiest of holy places in Britain. Those n'hcr
are unfamilial r'r.ith the u,ork of Dames and Stukel,v n'i1l find
this book a filst class shrlrt cttt.
Although no tnention is made of crop circles, the information
contained rr,ithin these pages amounts to essential reading for

b study the phenomenon
alone, r'r,ithout taking into account the landscape they appear
in, is only going to produce a rather one-dimensional vierv of
the subject matter. Lcgendnnl Lnrtdscnpes is ar fitting tribute to an
area that \vas once seen as the spiritual heart of our land at a
time r,r.hen niltLue, man and the gods and goddesses al1 met,
and I am left rvith the optimistic ieeling that the heart still beats
- if to a differerrt rhytl-rm.
any circles resealchel trdro knor'vs that

LtLcy Pringle - CROP CIRCLES,

THE GREAIEST MYSTERY OF

MODERN TIMES
(Thorsor-rs, 1999 - ISBN 0 7225 3E55 3. Haldback, L16.99)
flohn Sayer)
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Luc1,'5 long-ar,r.aited book, n'hich includes 103 colour and 94
monochrome plates as lvell as manv diagrams, encapsulates
those aspects of the crop circle phenomenon on r'r,'hich she has
concentrated her personal research over the past decade. The
chapter headings say it all: Eyeu'ihress Reports, The Great Crop

Circle Hotrx?, Physical and Emotional Effects, Remote Effects
and S,vnchlonicitr,, C)ther Levels of Conscitlusness, Effects on
Animals, Mechanical Faiiures arrd Other Anomalies, and
Luminosities UFOs and Other Realities.
Included at the back are a selection of the excellent shadort'
diaglams of formations from the archir.es of Nigel Tomsett and
Debbie Pardoe, spanning the years from the 1980s to 1998.
I had ner.er actually seen the photogra-rphs of anomalor-rslv
diverging shadorvs taken bv Rav Barnes (eye-lt'itness to a circle's
formation) before, but these are arriong set,eral intriguing and
thought-provokir-rg graphics contained in this book. Square
format r'r,ith tr'vo-column text, this volume sits comfortabl1' 6n
tire bookshelf r,vith other crop cilcle classics such as Cit'ctLlnr
Eridencc,The Crop Circle Enignn andHttrbingers o.f Worltl Clnttgt.
For an historical overviert and r-rpdate of the phenornenon,
rvith its.rssorted more Fortean asPects, Tlrc Grentest Mvste ry can'l
be beater-r.

titles b.v Steoe Canudn (1123 N. Las Posa, Ridgecrest,
CA 93555, USA):
CROP CIRCLES - A VOCABULARY OF SYMBOLS
Tr,r,o ner,r,

(Steve Canacla)

This book, 175 pages long, 8" x 5", is.r good digest, reference
and or.ervier'r' of the author's theorv thror-rg1-r 1998. In Appendix
1, on p.151, there is a "taxonomt' of Some Crop Circle Types",
cross-referenced r'vitl'r chaptels ir-r the book - types such as plain
circle, ringed circle, crosses, six-pointed star, fork, scorpion,

spiral, key., triangle ancl mandala. If this frenetic clisplay of sr-rch
diverse clesigns in the crop fields of England does not compose
a "r,ocabulary of symbols" (each deciphered b,v the author r-rsing
references to researchable ancient texts), rvhat lvould?
CROP CIRCLES - THE THEORY THAT WORKS

(Their Meaning for Mankind and Implications for History)
The ar-rthor has discovered that crop circles identify - using
ancient Sumerian symbols - who are responsible for the genuine

crop formations and lrrhere these makels are flom' If the
interpretation of the cilcles trnd their speclfic references is
accurate, then it r,r.ould seem tl-rat these ancient asironaut
colonisers, teachers, leaders ;md rulels are returning to Earth.
Tn this book the author presents hjs three original
declpherilrg methods der.eloped over the )/ears - devekrped as
the circies gar.e developed, have multiplied, proliferated, gotten
Iarger and more complex ol'er the decades, that is, since the
first simple circles r,r,ere documented in the summer t'tf 7976.
(Not a coincidence, the author claims, girren r'r'hat r'r'as occurring
on Mars at the same time; mathematical constelnts r'r'ere later
discor.ered to be shared by Cydonia geometrv and crop
formation clesiglrs, by Ricl.rard Hoagland - see his book The
Monuments of Mars.)
No "belief" is neecled to see the careful matching the author'
presents, comecting each desigr element with a particular Poenl
r.erse. The long-standing and consistent successful matching of
crop formation design elernents (whether itbe ar-rcient symbols,
o[ counting these elements, or the albove transformtltiona]
aspects) r,r.ith ancient Sumerian knowledge is the key
breakthrough the author presents as the begilrning of a Process
to rvelcome those from Nibiru back to Earth.
(Ref . iozozu. cro

p c

ir cl cb ooks. c or n)
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LETTERS
The Avebtrry Triangle, 7999
from Lucy Pringle
On the night of t]ne28th. /29th. luly 1999 a triangular formation
appeared at Avebury at the junction leading to the Beckhampton
roundabout one way and to Marlborough the other. It contained
33 circular standing tufts of corn, with lines runnilg through

tuft linked to other tufts, thereby creating 6 sets of 3
dimensional "Escher" cubes.
On the morning of its appearance I was notified early but
lvas not able to vlsit it until some time later. As often happens,
it was greeted with a mixed reception. Some visitors were
enthralled by its beauty and construction whereas others said
the 1ay was "messy" and it had no "energy". Whatever the
answer/ an article appeared in the Daily Mail on Saturday, 7th.
August, some 10 days after the event.The article stated that it
was a carefully planned hoax, r,r,hich had taken place on the
night of z9th./29th. July between the hours of 11pm and
4.30am.We are told by accompanying journalist, Sam Taylor that
the team of Rod Dickinson, John Lundberg and Will Russe11,
accompanied by 5 helpers, constructed the formation using
wooden planks and surveyors' tapes.
The field in question is on a step incline and clearly visible
from the road. Avebury is a place that never sleeps. Visitors
and locals mingle with the stones and walk through the lanes
all night long. This particular night was the night of the full
moon; it was a clea1, cloudless night. Canadian researcher Gwen
each

Deetken was seated leaning against one of the stones facing the
field until 1am, when she and her husband, Chad, who had
been wandering round the village, left to return to Alton Barnes
where they were staying. Gwen had seen and heard nothing
despite the alleged starting time of 11.30pm. Another woman
could not sleep that night and walked past that field at 3am.
There was nothing in it.
David Wyer, the then manager of The Henge Shop, had had
a very bad night; he had been in and out of bed constantly. His
bedroom window or.erlooks the field in question. He does not
draw his curtains. He also heard and sarv nothing.
Another report comes from Clive Gale, who was passing
through Avebury in the early hours that night on his way down

to the tin mines in Cornwall, on a research programme
investigating Radon 22. "I was actuaily at Avebury when the

telephoned the Daily Mall asking to speak to the author of the
article, Sam Taylor. On each occasion \ /e were told that her
number could not be released but we could leave our telephone
numbers and a message and she would getback to us if she feit
like itl She never did feel like it! Eventually a friend of my mine
said she knew someone at the Daily Mnil and n ould try and
{ind out the true situation. The message came back, "Ring
Craham Brough at the Dnily Mirror." Graham Brough at the
Mirror? Why? I asked myself. The name rang a vague bell, but
no more than that. I reached Graham without any difficulty and
told him I had been referred to him regarding the Daily Mail
article about the Avebury crop circle. Surprisingly, he had the
article to hand. What did I u,ant to know? Why was I interested?
He was very brusque and told me to read the article and
then I would have all the answers. It was all there, word for
word. The formation had been made by the people mentioned
in the article and that was all there was to it. I then questioned
the reason for my referral and he said it might have been because
he r.n,as responsible for writing the article "Men Who Conned
the Wor1d" lor Today newspaper in 1991 about the two
antiquarians, Doug and Dave, who professed to have made ali
the circles since circeldom began. The article which had had

front-page coverage on newspapers worldwide had indeed
rocked the world and divided the crop circle community.
"And I har.e as much interest in crop circles as I have in a
used train ticket." End of conversation. Of course, the bells
starting clanging in my head. That was why the name was so
familiar.
Could Graham have been the real author of the article, not
the invisible Sam Taylor? Does Sam Taylor even exist? We will
ne'u,er know for sure. Whatever the answer, it was a flop, and
whereas many read the article, only a few people were shaken
by it.
However, I was worried as the Daily Mail was going to
serialise my book "Crop Circles, The Greatest Mystery of
Modern Times", due for publication the following month and
in u,,hich I had devoted a chapter to discrediting the hoaxing
legend. Would they try and rubbish it? Was that their policy?
I need not have worried: the headlines ran, "A fascinating
book casts new light on one of the most magical and mysterious
phenomena of our age."

alleged1y man-made impossibie triangle was being constructed;

let me say that I never saw any evidence of people upon that
hillside at all, and from where I was positioned I could not have
possibly missed any human activity. I am convinced that that
particuiar circle was an attempt to further debunk the existence
of crop circles...Treading on crop and applying weight to flatten
it would undoubtedly make a noise."

In the Mnil article it states that many people were
interviewed. Several friends of mine on a coach trip from
Glastonbury r,r,ere there when the interviews were taking place,
but...the coach trip came to Glastonbury on Friday, 30th. July,
the day after the formation was found, not on Thursday, 29th.
Iu1y.

Why all these anomalies? Could the true picture be
portrayed in

a slightly different manner? Maybe they did visit
Avebury and go into the same field, but maybe it was the
foilowing night, and whilst they were there, maybe they did a
few titivations to the existing formation? Their presence the
following morning (Friday 30th. July) would then tie in with
the visit of the Glastonbury coach interviewees.

Could anyone be trying to debunk the phenomenon? Surely
notl
Over the period of the next few rveeks, several of us
THE CEREOLOGIST #28

Crop circle yearbook
from Steoe Alexander I Karen Douglas

with some dismair the letter in issue #27 from Graham
Harrop commenting about our Crop Circle Year Book 1999. This
letter obviously reads as some kind of review of our book and
we would like to set the record straight on several points.
First of all, Graham states that it would be misleading to
define this product as a book due to its size and contents. This
publication is a book in every sense of the word, a book,
according to the Oxford Concise Dictionary, being a printed
rn.ork filling a number of sheets fastened together. The book
contains 24 numbered pages enclosed in a cover and is printed
in full colour throughout. We would have liked the book to
contain more pages. However, as this book is self published,
we were limited by financiai restrictions.
There were 110 images used in this book and not 91, as
Graham incorrectly calculated and whilst there are only 35
We read

formations covered, this book contains not only aerial
photographs, but also interior ald landscape images to illustrate
and convey the atmosphere of the 1999 crop circle season.
Graham says that the choice of areas that we selected was
23

misleading, as the rrast majoritv of the formations covered are
from the Avebury area, gir.ing a blinkered view of what
happened in that year. We think your readers might appreciate
that to cover every forrnation that a.ppears during a year wor-rld
be an irnpossible task. The 35 formations r'r,e did select reflected,
in our opinion, the essence of the 1999 crop circles.
We also think that it is important to point out that this book
rvas designed specifically to be a collection of images and
perspectives of the 1999 crop circle season and \ /as not
necessarily a book about "resealch", although, having said that,
the book does in fact gir.e good information about dates,
locations and sizes of the formations featured. We included an
information section at the back of the book, which directs readers
where to find out more information about the phenomenon.
We are not quite sure r'r''hat Graham is implying when he
says ihat Steve has "the knack of capturing the formations on
film before any damage is done to them". We work very hard
throughout the summer to capture the formations at their best,
which includes flying over the formati.ons as soon as we can,
weather permitting, before any damage occrlrs. This is not
always possible and in three oI the pictures used in the book

permanent record of some of the most astonishing crop circles
of the time and insight into hou, the formations affected people
and rvhat they thought about them.
We are sorry that Graham Harrop did not like our book, but
we know hundreds of people (including researchers,
photographers and other publishers) who have found great
value in what rve have presented, and who would probably
agree u,ith us, that our book deserr.ed much better treatment
than this letter/review.

A prophetic countdown?
from I otmthatt Hlscocks

I'm lvriting in iight of u'geut revelations that have occured to
me inr.olving the Barbury Castie (1991) triangle. i r-rrge you to
consider the implications of this research. I believe the formation
to be a prophetic cotuttdorttrz. I'm no church-goer (nor Jehor.ah's
Witness) brl I do belier.e a very wise man rvalked the earth 2000

years ago. This world's systems are diabolicalLy corrupt.
Preoccupation is "life". Life may change.

we used Photoshop [a graplics-rnaniptLlation computer Ttrogramme
- Ed.] to remove unsightly iines from the fields. There is now a
very good network of people who pass information to us about

Ammonite?

new formations and we have discovered some formations
ourselves, whilst flying.
Quite frankly, we were mystified by Graham's comments

Hal{wav Marker?
(if 7th. April)

about the commentary in the book being "inadequate and at
times unintentionally amusing". F{e seems unable to discern
that these kinds of impressions were written in order to convey
the atmosphere of the various sites. The Devil's Den did strike
us as being like a secret cioorway in the landscape. Of course
we knew that the monument was probably the remails of an
ancient longbarrow, but impressions such as these go to build a
picture of the atmosphere of the site for the reader. It may also
sulprise Craham and some readers to knor,r, that the chaLk
figures of White Horses, r,r,hilst perhaps har.ing no mystical
purpose when cut, r,rrere ir.l fact seen as gateil-ays to other realms
by various mystical societies throughor-rt time, most notably the
Victorians.
Now, as far as the "incompetent Avebury 'triangle"' is
concerned, u.e included this formation in our book because there
are those who believe this formation to be entirely genuine and
the stories of the ner,r.,spapers to be completely false. Many
people visited this formation and were deeply affected bv it.
Our inc|-rsion of the formation was because many people,
despite the newspaper story, belierred it to be important. In the
light of the fact that rve did not har.e conclusirre evidence one
\vay or the other about this formation we decided it r,r.ould not
have been acceptable to omit it.
Graham's comments abor-rt the "proclamation" on the back
correr: of our book - "This book is the most comprehensive and
up-to-date pictorial guide to the very latest crop circles currently
in print" - ale really quite inaccurate. He says our 24 page
collection of "a felr. picturesque crop circles" does not;ustity
this statement. F{owever, we r,vould like to point out that as far
as we know'it is in fact the most up-to-date pictorial gttide
currently in print. It contains more images of the 1999 crop circles
than any other book in print at this time.
The subtitle of this book explains in plain English that it is a
"Pictorial guide to crop circles and their iandscapes".It attempts
to be nothing more, allowlng readers to look and see what is
occurring, from which point they can then decide for themselrres
whether to pursue the mystery any deeper. We think Graham's
comment about this book as har.ing "nothing to offer the 'real'
crop circle researcher or crop circle research in general" is
nothing less than poisonous. This book has much to ofJer as a
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TFIE TRISKELE MOTIF

Trottiscliffe, Kent formations of 7999,
As part of their highly detaiied survey and report on the
symboiism:
NigelTomsett UOeiUii pardoe devoted a section to possible

Fig.
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a
THE TROTTISCLIFFE FORMATION is unmistakable as
portrayed
often
a
symbol
motif',
'triskele
representation of the
#C"tti. artwork (Fig 1) It has appeared in serzeral variations'
a
but all of them depiJt three swirls uniformly arranged about
favoured
particularly
was
motif
common centre. Th" t.itk"i.
by the Celts from the 5th' Century BCE right up until the 1st'
C'""t"ry CE and surfaced agaia during the 7th' Century in the
illuminated Celto-Saxon stfled manuscripts, such as The Book

in the
o{ Kells.One form of the triskele motif has survived today
inre"-tegg"a symbol of the Isle of Man, the realm o{ the Celtic
However'
Sea-Goi,"Manannan, who gave his name to the island'
rock
in
Neolithic
found
is
motif
oithi.s
form
the earliest known
.u."i.gt and the beautiful triple-spiral that-decorates the portai
Jf Newgrange Chambered Tomb in Ireland which dates
stone

the soul's
as far back aJ c. 3-,200 BCE. Thought to represent
journey from iife to rebirth, the triple spiral and other ancient
later'
.u.rrir-rgs inspired the Celts over two thousand years
symbolism
a
profound
possess
to
Cel"tic motifs are known
Celts
that intimately reflects aspects of their spiritual culture' The
in the
saw the myrii.ul quality of the number three reflected
the tiers of"the Univerr" - H"ut'"t-l, Earth and The Otherworld'
or sky, earth and sea. The inhabitants of earth also numbered
- but iiving in an age
lhree - Immortals, mortals and the dead
from one year to
for
survival
when life was a constant struggle
of the Earth
cycle
seasonal
the next, it also symbolised-the
forms'
separate
three
of
in
groups
shown
is
often
who
Goddess,
principle'
feminine
the
af," ,rlpl" aspect of a unified coniept of
fhe Celts had numerous Goddesses, all united in the One Great
three
Goddess who revealed Herseif in different ways' but the
Crone
the
and
aspects of the Goddess were the Maid, Mother
'
*hi"h th" Celts also saw reflected in the monthly Lunar cycle
of the crescent, full and dark Moon respectively'
Linked with the fertility of the 1and, the Maiden Goddess
watched over the Spring ,"utot-t whery after Manannan's lifegiving waters naa soften-ed the hard winter soil, colour returned
io thJ earth and seeds could be sown' This was the time of
renewal and rebirth and the May Day festivlties' known as

Goddess of childbirth and healing'
The Mother Goddess presided over the harvest when the
was
earth gave up her life-giving fruits and,-as Ceridwen' She
with
overflowing
Cauldron
tiree-footed
a
with
fhown
ofter-,
This
the gifts of nature, much like the Cornucopia of the Greeks'
Lammas
of
festivai
han'est
the
*ur:Lrghr-turad, later to become
that
(or '1oaf"-mass'), when thanks were offered for the ripe crop
provided the bread of life to sustain them through the hungry
*ir-rt", months. The ritual partaki'ng of bread and wine offered
in thanks to the Earth Goddess for healthy crops and the fruits
an established
of the vine that sprung forth from her womb, was
the Iron Age'
of
time
the
tradition in many .r-itr."t even by
into the
incorporated
and
lifted
and one that was subsequently
nucleus of catholic faith as a representation of the flesh and blood
of Christ.
The onset of Winter, with the arrival of the first cold frosts
that would leave the earth hard and barren, heralded the
plant
presence of the Crone, the Goddess in her Death aspect' as
following
the
until
withheld
was
life
iife withered and the gift of
Sp.ittg This was thJFestival of Samhain, later known as Aii
fiuttoiu"s Eve, when the doorways between worlds were thin
the other side'
ur-ra .urp..t was paid to the ancestral dead on
origins here'
its
has
theme
monster
The modern Haliowe'en
it-r" .or" of all Celtic philosophy revoh'ed around the spiral of
death and rebirth una if tniti"isonal cycle of iife, as reflected

in the triskele motif,

can be accepted as one possibie

interpretation for the Trottiscliffe circles, then,like so many other
crop formations,

it indicates a revival of Ancient beiiefs that

thrived at a time when man had respect for the planet and the
li{e upon it.

It'may be no coincidence that the biohazard symbol of three
interlocking crescents, which formed in the neighbouring field
in
(Fry. 2), haJrecentlybeen seen on the TV and in newspapers'
asJociation with genetically modi{ied crops and the angry
is not a
demonstrations that have ensued' Genetic modification
cannot
therefore,
and,
evolution
Possibly be
gradual process of
ir-r u..oidur-t.e

with the Laws of Nature that maintain the

equiiibrium of life. Perhaps we are looking too deepJy into the

symbois but the fact remains that the arrival of these formations
iid coincide with government trials involving the growth of
genetically modified crops and, if we allow ourselves to accept
is
Jynchronicity u, * ger"trii't" phenomenon, then the warning
at
the
together
appear
formations
sistei
two
only too apparent:
timl of the Midsummer Solstice, one with three spiral arms that
reflect life-giving principles of an ancient belief in the eternal
basic
cycle of ren-ewutirld reg..,"ration, and one with the same

outtinebutacompletelydifferentinternalstluctulethatis
rearranged into thl styie of a 20th' Century that warns of

a

hazard to biological life.

Beltain, celebrating the return of the Sun's warmth' also
incorporated a highly-charged sexual.theme when young
land'
maidens, whose liries *.r" irrtuputabie from that of the

were betrothed in the hope that the Goddess would bless them

with a fertile womb. Harsh conditions meant that infant

mortality was high and the first few months of a baby's life
were crucial. Conception in May produced offspring during

February and with Spring approaching they had a far greater
chance of survival than those born before the onset of a cold
winter. The arrival of young babies and new livestock in
February was marked by another impolt3nt Celtic Festival
known as Imbolg, given io the worship of Brigid' or Bede' the

Fig,.2
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(Editorial cont'd.)

bombarded with contradictory information. And that convinces
me even more that there is something in all this, if it causes so
much concern to "them".
I believe there is an intelligence at work behind the crop
circles, one whose aim is to directly affect the course of collective

human consciousness - onto such matters as ecology and
spirituality. I believe this intelligence has an agenda. Nothing
in the universe "lust" happens. Everything is both a cause and
an effect. Behind every event is a cause, a reason. Doug Bower

and Dave Chorley may very well have made circles through
the years, for their own perceir.ed reasons, but it mustn't be
forgotten that they were imitating a pre-existing phenomenon.
Despite tl-reir claims in 1991 in the Today newspaper, Doug n'
Dave did :not inoent the crop circle phenomenon, they copied it.
(Now there's food for thought for the sceptics and scoffers.)
And who is to say what really motivates people to go out
and make crop circles? There will be almost as many answers
as there are hoaxers, if the question were to be put (and even
answered!), but once we accept the possibility of extraterrestrial

or non-human intelliger-rces at work behind some of the
formations, we have to accept the possibility that they are
probably more skilled than us, and able to deceir.e and
manipulate us - in all sorts of ways. If we accept at face value

Several formations have appeared over the years rvhich seem
to contain some kind of message, not in their shape or placing,
but in the way the crop is actually laid down. 1999 saw the
"basket weave" formation, which the farmer immediately cut
out. While we are drawn into debate and speculation as to the
significance of alignment, construction and shape of formations,
we must now also take more seriously, it seems, the sequence
and nature of the flattening of the crop itself. Does this mean
anything? Could it be that we are being nudged towards a more
three-dimensional line of examinatlon? It certainly seems as if
we are being asked to look more closely at what we are trying
to str-rdy, and underLines the need for hands-ory painstaking field
r,r,ork. Who knows what we may have missed in previous
formations? Perhaps it is time, as Richard Andrews said a few
years ago, that we "look forward to the way back".
By the time this issue appears, we will be well into the
season, having moved from oil seed rape into barley, and ma1'be
even into the first of the wheat formations. Already it would
appear that triangies are going to figure largely in this year's
shapes. Any theories, anyone? Let's hear them at the Cereologist
Conference on 23rd. July in Alton. See you there!

URCENT:

hat appears to be going on in terms of human-alien interaction
(encounters, abductions etc.), it is pairfully clear that "they"
are nothing less than magicians, able to make themselves and
people pass through solid matter, to e{fect medical cures, to

r,t

request for top quality photos of the

Alton Barnes 1990 pictogram;

communicate telepathically - ab1e, in short, to perform what
we call miracles. This being so, there's no telling what they can
do. The suggestion that hoaxers are being manipulated by the
intelligence behind the circles is often met with derision, on the
grounds that it's a "cop out" theory, but it could very well be
true: lt would be a perfectly rational conclusion to come to in
the face of the apparent er.idence.
But we also have to be on our guard against arrogance. I do
find it interesting, for example, that some folk seem to miss the
contradiction in deciaring on the one hand that they have found
certain geometric qualities in formations but which, on the other
hand, they say are beyond the skill of mere mortals to create, or
even know about. What one person can hide, another can find
- and what one can find, another could very well have hidden.

the 1000

fi Bishops Cannings

1990

formation- w,here the central lay grew into
radials, and developed a fourth
ring; plus its Celtic Cross addition a
week later; also any of the first

pictograms from Allington Down,
Morehamptonstead and Cheesefoot Head
atea?

Any serious help to call07672 563816.

(cont'd. from p.13)

near Viscount, Saskatchewan, the sixth Midale, Saskatchewan
formation (set of three circles in a line) and "teardrop and
diamond" shapes in field of eight foot tall corn near Lowville,

Ontario, in which a number of electrical equipment

malfunctions lr.ere reported by another local team.
Excellentvideo footage and photos,both ground and aerial,
as well as ground surveys were obtained for many of the
Canadian formations rn 1999, Alberta and Saskatchewan in
particular. Several formations were also extensively sampled
for lab analysis by the BLT Research Team, including Neilburg,
Edmonton #2, Acadia Valley and some of the Midale area
formations.
In most cases, no direct evidence of hoaxing was found, with
no footprints, no initial tracks leading in or out of circles, lack
of damage to the flattened or surrounding crop etc. This, taken
with the aforementioned scientific evidence, would continue
to suggest that there is a genuine phenomeon occurring, in

Canada as r,vell as around the world. Hoaxes (with the

percentage of reported formations being man-made a source of
heated debate among many researchers) are usually more
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obvious and self-evident upon close examinatlon.
As last year, media coverage was more extensive than in
most previous years, including CBC (both radio and television),
The Western Producer, Canada's leading farming and
agricultural publication and a number of other media.
Summary

In short, 1999 u.as a banner year for crop circles il Canada, and
may indicate that we need to be keeping a closer eye on what is
going on in the flelds of our farmlands. CPR-Canada will be
doing just that, with new projects and initiatives being planned
for the summer in 2000, given the increased number of reports
the last couple of years. An archive of full reports and images is
available on the CPR-Canada web slte:
(http : / /www. geocities.com,i cpr-canada).
ftLrther informatiort, contact
Paul Anderson, Circles Phenomenon Research Canada, Suite
202 - 2086 West 2nd. Avenue, Vancouver BC V6J 1J4, Canada
(Tel / Fax: 604.731..8522. E-Mail: psa@direct.ca)
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WESTON LODGE, CORNWALL

Ann Brocklehurst and Richard Smith
welcome you for the best rest in the west!

After the chaos of crop circling this
season, consider a stay at our home,
offering Bed & Breakfast accommodation
in tranquil sub-tropical gardens near the

Helford River and the sea in West
Cornwa11.

Please phone or fax for our

tariff and

availabiiity.
Tel. +44-(0) 1326-250350

Fax: +44-(0) 1326-257185

FLYING SAUCER
REVIEW
TFIE BARGE
-

Mixing

1n

The international journal of cosmology and
eschatology, and lbr the discussion ofreports of
unidentified flying objects and their alien occupants.

INN

Editor: Gordon Creighton

the right circles -

We offer home cooked foodT days a week.

Lunch 12 - 2prn. Evening rnealT - 9.30pm.

Ales . Family Room . Garden
. Camping & Caravan Field '
o Crop Circle Information Centre r

o Ushers

.

Situated off Alton Barnes to Woodborottgh road.
Turn into lane adjacent to ruood yard,
south of canalbridge.

The Barge Inn
Honeystreet, Pewsey, Wilts. SN9 sPS
(TeL.01672 - 8s1705)
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THE CEREOLOGIST
CONFERENCE 2OOO
Sunddy,23rd. Iuly
The Assembly Rooms, High Street, Alton, Hants.
10.30am. - 7.30pm. (doors open 10.00nm.)

Tickets - including light refreshments and stalls f12.00 (unwaged €10. 00)

Richard Andrews (on video), Mary Barrett, Michael Green,
Mick Hardy, Ron |ones, Nik Kollerstrom, Peter Sorensen,
Lindy Tucker, Paul Yrgay, George Wingfield
(To book tickets, please send SAE to nddress on p. 2)
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The Assembly Rooms are in the middle of the map next to the museum (circled), opposite the Crown Hotel.
By btLs - buses (from both directions) stop in the High Street itself.
By rnil - come out of the station, bear left towards the High Street and turn left.
By road - from whatever direction, it is easiest to enter Aiton from the Cuckoo's Corner roundabout on the A31 (east of the
town) and simply follow the road round, continuing straight on until the High Street. Car parks are marked on the map.

